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'Re-priesting' the 
Catholic world 

review of the vocations situation in some of the 
developed Western countries over the twenty 
years 1978 to 1997 provides interesting reading. 
During this period the number of seminarians 
in Germany dropped by 40%, in the Low 
Countries by 28%, and in Britain by 26%. On 
the other hand in Italy the number increased by 

15%, in Portugal by 18%, and in Poland by 30%. In 1978 France 
had 1280 seminarians, a figure which rose to 1603 by 1997, an 
increase of 25%. Ireland had roughly the same number of semi
narians as France in 1978 - a total of 1120. However, over the next 
twenty years this figure would decrease to 386, a drop of 65%, 
the sharpest rate of decline in the whole of Europe. 

Yet, there are good reasons for hope in the West as we can see 
from the healthy developments in some dioceses in the US and 
elsewhere. Peoria in Illinois, Arlington near Washington DC, 
Denver (Colorado), and Lincoln (Nebraska) _have been singularly 
successful in attracting young men to the priesthood. Atlanta, 
which in 1985 had nine seminarians, now boasts sixty-one. 
Arlington, with a Catholic population of 275,000, has nearly fifty 
seminarians and ordained fifty-five men to the priesthood in the 
period 1991-98. Bishop John Myers of Peoria (230,000 Catholics), 
who also has fifty young men preparing for the priesthood, has 
advised his people to prepare for the 're-priesting' of the diocese, 
having ordained seventy eight priests in the period 1991-98. 

-Thomas J. McGovern, Priestly Identity, 4 Courts Press Dublin 2002, p. 211 
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-- - ------------Editorial----------- -- -_______, 

The 'Liberal Agenda' frankly exposed 

MEMOIRS OF A PULSE-FEELING 
1

LIBERAI: BISHOP 

Bishop Spong makes no secret of his anti-Catholicism. A proniinent media spokesman for lobby

ists for 'liberali in°' faith and morals, he regards Christianity as seriously out of step with 

niodeni science and the world of space stations and web browsers. 

PAUL STENHOUSE examines some of his criticisms. 

OULD the 
real John 
sh e lb 

;,. S p o n g
stand up! 
Bet e en 
f i e -

hundred-thousand and one-million 
Spong books' ['more books than an 
other bishop in our church'],' and 
over 3,000 public appearances later 
this reviewer has no idea which of 
the myriad faces Bishop Spong 
presents to his numerous admirers 
and [if we are to believe him] his 
equally numerous if 'nervous nellie' 
detractors,' is his true self. 

His recent autobiography entitled 
Here I Stand with its nod in the direc
tion of Martin Luther who despite 
his own radical dissent from 
Catholic teaching, would be morti
fied to find himself in such 
company, offers some clues as to 
what he thinks of himself and who 
he wants us to think he is. Having 
read the autobiography and many 
others of his books I confess to being 
little the wiser. 

Despite the promise of the title, 
and the gauntlet thrown down in 
his Twelve Theses: Call for a New 
Reformation in the appendix to the 
book, I can't say that I know where 
the author stands or what he 
believes. I have some slight idea 
where he doesn't stand and what 
he doesn't believe - the book is 
peppered throughout with 
disparaging phrases like 'tradi
tional defining prejudices:• 'popish 
influence,'' fearful hierarchy,'6 'reli
gious fanatics,' 'unthinking 
churches,'' and the like - but this 
can be deceptive. We humans have 

a penchant for taking the part for 
the whole, for denial and doubt, 
and in extreme cases, for 
destroying persons and things held 
dearest. 'I reject, hate, fear or 
despise .. .' is not infrequently code 
for 'I care; , h don't you?' or Tm 
in pain; help me'. 

Textual aiti , source critics and 
p cholooi t interested in such 
things, will ha e a field day in years 
to come earching beyond the 
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appearances of Here I Stand, for the 
real John Shelby Spong. Fleeting 
insights can be had into his meta
morphosis from an idealistic and 
insecure young boy from a 
Presbyterian household! a 'deeply 
repressed puritan,'' plagued with 
guilt feelings about 'biological 
urges,'10 and attracted by Anglo
Catholicism [which he was later to 
reject as narrow, conservative and 
whose Catholic trappings he 
dismissed as 'trivia,'] 1 1 through a 
staunchly evangelical Protestantism, 
to the publicity-conscious 'liberal' 
cleric he has since become. 

Spong describes himself as 'a 
major liberal religious voice in the 
public arena,'" repudiating 'strident 
fundamentalist Protestantism, an 
antiquated Roman Catholicism and 
an irrelevant Orthodox tradition'". 
Claims to be 'liberal' sound hollow 
in the light of his intemperate 
language, the unsympathetic hearing 
he gives to anyone propounding 
traditional Christian morality or 
doctrine, his mocking tones and 
personal insults [the Archbishop of 
Canterbury told 'an obvious lie'14] 

and his sweeping statements ['most 
Roman Catholic ethical teaching was 
based on badly outdated scientific 
conclusions'"]. 

The phrase 'pulse-feeling,' is 
intended as a tribute to the author's 
self-confessed and uncanny ability 
to play to the gallery. It is his phrase. 
He uses it pejoratively of Howard 
Carwile, a racist anti-busing politi
cian from Rkhmopd Virginia whom 
he describes as 'a showman, almost 
an evangelist for his causes. He 
turned phrases and used words in a 
clever and sometimes outrageous 
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Pity the Bearer of 
Bad News 

E 
general, the mere task of 

arrying evil tidings is an 

unpleasant one, and it really 

seems as though something of the 

unfavourable impression they 

make sticks to the man whose 

depressing duty it is to convey 

them. Now, if this fact alone is 

s u f f i c i e n t

reason for 

some people to 

deny, against 

their better 

k n ow l e d g e ,  

the existence 

of something 

disagreeable, 

how much 

more m ust it 

be the case 

when there is a 

risk, not only 

of incurring 

that disfavour 

which seems 

to be the lot of the bearer of ill 

news, but of being actually looked 

upon as the cause of the adverse 

situation which duty compels one 

to reveal! 

The Government of the Dutch 

East Indies likes to write and tell 

its masters in the Motherland that 

everything is going well. The 

Residents like to report that to the 

Government. The Assistant 

Residents, who, in their turn, 

receive hardly anything but 

favourable reports from their 

Controleurs, also prefer not to send 

any disagreeable news to the 

Residents. All this gives birth to an 

artificial optimism in the official 

and written treatment of affairs, in 

contradiction not only to the truth 

but also to the personal opinion 

expressed by the optimists them-

selves when 

d i s c u s s i n g  

those affairs 

orally, and -

stranger still! -

often even in 

contradiction 

to the facts in 

their own 

written state-

ments. 

On seeing 

the immense 

quantity of 

Ja v a n e s e

p r o d u c t s

auctioned in 

the Nether lands, one must be 

convinced of the ,effectiveness of 

this policy, even though one cannot 

consider it noble. For, if anyone 

should ask whether the man who 

grows the products receives a 

reward proportionate to the yields, 

the answer must be in the negative. 

The Government compels him to 

grow on his land what pleases it; it 

punishes him when he sells the 

crop so produced to anyone else 

but it; and it fixes the price it pays 

him. 
' 

-Max Havaalar, or the Coffee Auctions of a Dutch Trading Company, by Multatuli, pen-name of Eduuard 
Douwes Dekker. First published 1860. 

fashion which only served to make 

him the darling of the media'. 

The author is, albeit uncon

sciously, describing himself. He 

boasts of his being a 'household 

word,' who is proud of his 'public

image'. We are told that he 'filed an 

op-ed p iece for the New York 

Times,' calling the 1998 Lambeth 

Conference 'a sign of the death of 

Christianity'. 'To my delight,' he 

declares, 'it was accepted.' In the 

face of what he called the 'media 

tide unleashed' by his book Living in 

Sin? he tells us 'I no longer need a 

public ist'. Not so the present 

presiding bishop of the 

Episcopalian Church in the US 

Frank Griswold whom Spong 

taunts with lack of 'expertise' and 

naivete in dealing with the media. 

He is harsh in his criticism of his 
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presiding bishop in 1976 when he 

was elected bishop. Attentive 

readers can be forgiven for seeing 

yet another self-portait of the 

elusive real Bishop Spong in his 

description of Bishop Jack Allin: 'A 

deeply partisan person with little or 

no capacity to embrace reality 

beyond his perception of it. He had 

tremendous control needs'. 

But so has Bishop Spong. 'The 

world stands aside,' he writes, 'for 

those who know where they are 

going'.1
' Does he know where he is 

going? In much of his voluminous 

writings he shows less than 

adequate understanding of where 

he came from; this bodes ill for his 

knowing where he's going, and 

where he's leading those who 

follow him. He describes himself as 

called to free people from the 

clutches of religious systems that 

create 'false security,' 'phony peace,' 

and provide 'profound questions of 

life with simplistic answers'. What 

are Jack's criteria in judging what is 

'false,' 'phony' and 'simplistic'? 

Subjective criteria abound in the 

book; one looks in vain for objec

tive, closely reasoned arguments 

that would justify dismissing all 

who appear in its pages and who 

differ from Spong as variously 

'dishonest,'1
' 'shallow, bigoted and 

deeply hostilen• 'anti-intellectual,' 

'anti-female,' 'anti-homosexual,n, 

'ultraconservative male chauvinist,'20 

'hysterical,'21 and guilty of 'prejudice 

and pre-modern ignorance,"' - the 

ultimate backhander from a post

modern 'liberal'. 

There is, for all that name-calling, 

a compassion in Bishop Spong's 

character that invites closer inspec

tion. Brittleness and bile aside, his 

heart [and our�] goes out to the 

young Jack told not to play with 

black children;" to the black child 

not allowed to swim in a communal 

poo],24 or to travel on the same bus or 

to study in the same school with 

white children; to a young couple 

whose baby died of SIDS;25 to a 

young woman dying of leukemia;" 

to an eight-year-old-boy scalded to 

death in a thepnal pool;'7 to a lo ed 

one suffering paranoia;" to disillu

sioned ex-fundamentalis t s; to 

divorced people, to homosexual men 

and women suffering because of 

.• . ....... . ........ .. .............. ~ .............. ~... • .... ......... ! 
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their sexual orientation; to the poor 
and the marginalised; to all the 
misunderstood and needy people 

who find rejection where they should 
have found sympathy and love; death 

when they should have found life. 
Like Don Quixote, Spong is given 

to tilting at windmills. Traditional 
Catholic Christianity comes in for a 
special hammering. He makes no 
secret of his anti-Catholicism, but 
subsconsciously seeks its approval. 
He attacks it as a dog worries a well
chewed favourite bone. It is not 'intel

lectually credible''9
• The first-century 

world-view is 'unbelievable'.'0 The 
creeds originated in the 3rd, 4th and 
5th centuries, are 'deeply political,' 
and 'highly compromised'. They are 
'more about power than they were 

about truth'." The Pope is ridiculed,32 

Catholics are 'insensitive,'" 
Bethlehem is 'as inauthentic as any 
spot I have ever visited,'34 the Lord's 
Prayer never developed until 'well 
after his [Jesus'] death,"' the virgin 
birth, miracles, wandering stars and 
resuscitated bodies are all 'religious 
nonsense'." 

Spong finds NT Wright's making a 
case for the virgin birth 'amusing,' 
and 'depressing'. He predicts that any 
church that accepts the outdated 
thought of Tom Wright will not 
endure into 'many tomorrows'. He is 
speaking to a 'world that no longer 
exists'." 

Spong's early experience of jetti
soning his 'childhood faith system'38 

as he engaged with the modern 

world, has become for him the para
digm for all seekers after religious 

truth. They have to choose between 
their religious heritage or their 
modern education. He cites approv
ingly a husband and wife, both 
medicos, formerly Catholic and 
Protestant, who could not reconcile 
their childhood religious training 
with their enhanced education and 
knowledge, and who now work to 
issue study guides on his books, 
promote videos of his talks and 
promote and republish his books.'9 

Like so many of Spong's assump

tions, the disjunction between faith 
and secular learning is more 
apparent than real. Three questions 
that seem to underpin his criticism 
of traditional Christianity are: 

[l] Can the universe as viewed by

Eye-witness or 

Interpreter? 

T
he whole modern method of 
historical  research is founded 

upon the distinction between orig
inal and derivative authorities. By 
original authorities we mean either 
statements by eye-witnesses, or 
documents, and other material 
remains, that are contemporary with 

the events which they attest. By 
derivative authorities we mean 
historians or chroniclers who relate 
and discuss events whlcb they have 
not wimessed bur which they have 
heard of or inferred directly or indi
rectly from original authorities. We 
p r aise original authorities - or 
sources - for being reliable, but we 
praise non-contemporary historians -
or derivati ve aurhorities - for 
displaying sound judgment in the 
inteypretation and evaluation of the 
original sources. This distinction 
between original authorities and 
non-amternporary historians became 
the m=on patrimony of historical 
researdJ only in the late seventeenth 
century. The distinction is of course 
to be found before that time, but it 
was not formulated with any degree 
of accuracy or generally considered 
to be a necessary presupposition of 
historical study. In the formation of 
the new historical method - and 
consequently in the c reation of 
modern historical writing on the 
ancient world - the so-called anti
quaries played a conspicuous part 
and posed essential problems. They 
showed how to use non-literary 
evidence, but they also made people 
reflect on the difference between 
collecting facts and inteypreting facts. 

-Arnaldo Momigliano, Studies in 

Historiography, Harper Torchbooks,. 1966. 

science be seen to be in any way the 
creation of God understood in the 
Judaeo-Christian sense? 

[2] Can God, as explained by
Christian philosophers and theolo
gians, act in any way within the 
scientific universe, and if so how? 

[3] Is the Christian story - with its
specific claims about the Incarnation 
of God in the historical man Jesus of 
Nazareth, and its promise of resur
rection - compatible with the claims 
of modern science? 

Three books reviewed recently in 
The Sciences, the official publication of 
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the New York Academy of Science•0 

viz. John Polkinghorne's Belief in God 

in an Age of Science, 1998; Keith 
Ward's God Faith and the New 

Millennium: Christian Belief in an Age of 

Science; and Wentzel van Huyssteen's 
Duet or Duel: Theology and Science in the 

Post Modern World, see no irlsuperable 
problem. The reviewer Margaret 
Wertheim comments: 'In the books 
under review, the short answer to all 
these questions is yes, though the 
authors suggest very different expla
nations for how and why'. Spong 
insists that the answer is no, 
believing, wrongly in my view, that 
scientific truth is incompatible with 
religious truths. 

Calls by him for the Church to be 
flexible and to innovate, betray a 
curious understanding of the nature 
of the Church and of the kind of 
world in which we live. Bishop 
Spong says that  the Church's 

teaching is out of step with modern 
science and the world of Space 
Stations and Web browsers. Why? 
Because it is old, obsolete, and 
rooted in metaphor? The Church 
may be old, and rooted in 
metaphor, but that she is obsolete 
remains to be proven. Evidence to 
the contrary abounds. 

The real scenario offered by Bishop 
Spong comes not from a world of 
web-browsers and bandwidth 
jilllkies, but from the Arabian Nights: 
selling old lamps that are not under
stood or valued, for tawdry new ones 
that will soon go out. 

'The only Churches that grow 
today are those that do not, in fact, 
understand the issues and can there
fore traffic in uncertainty' ,41 Thus 
Spong sets logic and reason aside 
and settles for polemic. Yet by his 
own admission the liberal mainline 
Protestant churches 'shrink every 
day ill membership' and the 'silent 
liberal Catholic minority . , . attracts 
few adherents'." 

The experience of two million 
young Catholics who visited Rome 
for the Jubilee year would seem to 
give the lie. to the pessimism under
lyirlg Spong's assumptions. No one 
denies that difficuljies exist, and that 
Catholic doctrine makes demands 
on human beings that many are 
unwillirlg to accept. Spong suggests 
that the answer lies in compromise 
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in matters of faith and morals. The 
Church suggests that the questions 
may need re-phrasing. Or that a 
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Spong confronts are, on the whole, 2046 Jamie & Jennifer Stenhouse 20.00 2485 Mr Paul Vogt 75.00 

genuine challenges to Christian love 2290 The Oakley Family 26.00 3913 Mrs P De Groot 7.00 

and practice. His solutions may be 2299 Mrs C Anderton 9.00 2261 Mrs S M Brewster 44.00 

2206 Mrs H Morrison 24.00 2097 Mrs Dorothy Cahill 29.00 
flawed, and his manipulation of the 2086 Mr & Mrs CJ Mathison 7.00 2158 Miss Patricia E Wall 4.00 

media for his own purposes may be 2093 Mrs V M Gibbons 75.00 2032 Mrs J Burgess 6.00 

blatant, but he has spoken when 2137 Mrs J Marshall 14.00 2145 Mrs R Ray 52.00 

others remained silent. We can only 2233 Mrs M Parsons 10.00 7325 MrG A Flint 74.00 

2138 Miss M C Cullinan 26.00 2153 MrJ A Neaves 34.00 
wish that his personal demons had 2061 Mr & Mrs G J Scahill 17.00 2256 Mr Colin Doyle 3.00 

been less pervasive; that his perspec- 2019 MrJ Ellis 2.36 2219 Mrs N Garlick 4.00 

tive on Christianity had been less 2023 DrGJ Coorey 17.00 2795 Mr & Mrs Patrick Cooper 4.00 

partial; and that his manner of 2170 Mrs M E Collimore 4.00 2443 V Davison 48.00 

2261 MrTPicot 9.00 
d,aling with colleagues and l Sisters of Perpetual Adoration 33.00 

TOTAL: 

"' 

s�periors had been less abra- · . 
Please assist us by introducing Annals to relatives and friends. 

i.�
s1ve. 

We need your support and we need new subscribers. 
Evaluation of Here I Stand, by Bishop John Selby Annals has the answer! Try it. 
Spong, delivered at The Sydney Institute June 
26, 200 I. Footnotes are available on request. 
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.----- - - - -- - - - -- --meditationr-- - -----------�

THOUGHT FROM THE LITURGY OF THE DAY 

NOVEMBER 

1 Fri All Saints Mat 5:8 
Happy those with a pure heart, 
for they shall see God. 

2 Sat All Souls 6 Jn 6:39 
It is my Fathers' will that I should

lose nothing of all that he has !!i en

me. 

3 Sun Week 31 Malachi 1:10 
Have we not all one Father? ·wh 
then do we break faith with one 
another, profaning the covenant of 
our ancestors? 

4 Mon Charles Borromeo. Ph 2:2 
Be united in your convictions and 
united in your love. 

5 Tue Week 31 Mat 11:28 
Come to me, all you that labour and 
are burdened, and I will give you 
rest. 

6 Wed Week 31 Psalm 27:13 
I am sure I will see the Lord's 
goodness in the land of the living. 

7 Thur Week 31 Luke 15:10 
The angels of God rejoice over one 
repentant sinner. 

8 Friday Week 31 Psalm 122:1 
Let us go rejoicing to the house of 
the Lord. 

9 Sat John Lateran lCor 3:16 19 Tue Week 33 Luke 18:43 
You are God's temple. His Spirit is I have come to seek out and save 
living among ou. what was lost. 

10 Sunda eek 32 Psalm 63:1 
You are m God, for ou I long; for 
you m soul is thirsting. My body 
pines for ou like a dry, weary 
land without ater. 

11 Mon Martin Isaiah 61: 1 
He has sent me to bring good 
ne to the poor, to bind up 
hearts that are broken. 

12 Tues Josaphat Psalm 3 7:4 
H you find our delight in the 
Lord, he will grant your heart's 
desire. 

13, ed eek 32 Luke 17:19 
Go on yom way. Your faith has 
5a ed OU. 

14 Thur eek 32 Luke 17:21 
The kinodom of God is among 

OU. 

15 Fri Albert Matthew 13:52 
A disciple of the kingdom of 
hea en is like a householder who 
bring out from his storeroom 
things both old and new. 

16 Sat Margaret John ·15:9 
As the Father has loved me, so I 
ha e loved you. 

1 7 Sunday Week 33 John 15:4 
Li e in me and let me live in you; 
my branches bear much fruit. 

18 Mon Basilicas P&P Mt 14:27 
Courage, it is I. Do not be afraid. 

Thoughts compiled by Father Michael 

Fallon, MSC. 
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20 Wed Week 33 John 15:16 
I have chosen you from the world 
to go and bear fruit that will last. 

21 Thur Presentation Lk 1:48 
People forever will call me 
blessed. 

2 2 Fri Cecilia Hosea 2:21 
I will betroth you to myself in 
tenderness and love. 

2 3 Sat Week 33 Psalm 144:2 
The Lord is my love, my fortress, 
my stronghold, my saviour, my 
shield, my place of refuge. 

24 Sun Christ King Mat 25:35 
I was a stranger and you made me 
welcome. 

2 5 Mon Week 34 Luke 21:4 
From the little she had, this poor 
widow put in all she had to live 
on. 

26 Tue Week 34 Apoc 2:10 
Be faithful until death and I will 
give you the crown of life. 

2 7 Wed Week 34 Luke 21:19 
Your endurance will win you your 
lives. 

28 Thur Week 34 Luke 21:28 
Lift up your heads and see; your 
redemption is near at hand. 

2 9 Fri Week 34 Apoc 21:2 
I saw the new Jerusalem coming 
down from God, as beautiful as a 
bride dressed for her husband. 

30 Sat Andrew Rom 10:15 
How welcome the footsteps of 
those who bring Good News! 



,----- ------------letters---- ------ - - - ----.

Paddy Finucane 

Much has been written over recent 

months on  the subject of Wing 

Commander Brendan (Paddy) 

Finucane, DSO, DFC, legendary 

World War II pilot and leader. 

It is ironic to consider that the 

sovereign of the nation for which 

Finucane gave his life in 1942 would 

have been prohibited by British law 

from attending his Requiem Mass, 

although in fact, Finucane was shot 

down over the English Channel and 

drowned. 

Spitfire P7973 on display at the 

Australian War Memorial in 

Canberra once belonged to No. 452 

Squadron, RAAF, the unit 

commanded by Finucane. 

Woodbeny NSW 2322 NEVIUE SMJTH 

Fabulous 

Included is the usual $50 for 

renewal of subscription and with that 

a small donation. Fabulous work! 

Waverley NSW 2024 FR HUGO BOURKE, O.F.M. 

Les Darcy's fights 

Re Patrick Downie's piece on Les 

Darcy (Annals 5/2002): 

Darcy fought as a middleweight. 

No doubt he was a welterweight in 

his younger days before his black

smithing and growth built his 5'7" 

frame up into the superb fighting 

machine legend has it that he 

became, with about 99cm, reach. 

Maybe he fought Whitelaw, he 

certainly had his many supporters 

trying to burn the Rushcutter's Bay 

Stadium down after the first Holland 

fight, when all good judges state that 

Darcy lost. In an era when rematches 

were popular, Holland would never 

go in with him after their second 

bout. 

His Jeff Smith bout was for the 

World Middleweight title - Hugh D. 

McIntosh version but widely though 

not universally, i.e. in some USA 

circles accepted as such. Hugh D. 

McIntosh was the boss at Rushcutters 

Bay, also the publicity troublemakers 

for Darcy when he stowed away on 

the ship to Chile, on the way to USA. 

Snowy Baker was in all ways a lesser 

light. Above all, Darcy beat Jeff 

Smith. As he did others in bouts 

promoted as 'World Middleweight 

Title Bouts', notably against Eddie 

McGoory and another American. 

McIntosh hated losing his money

maker and had little other conscrip

tion interest. 

Les beat Harold Hardwick for the 

Australian Heavyweight title when 

his teeth were damaged. Darcy won 

well. 

Ferny Hills Qld 4055 BRUCE ALEXANDER 

Anti-Christian 

Some time ago I read that an  

American Cardinal was convinced 

that the Western World had 

embarked on a crusade which was 

not only anti-Catholic but also anti

Christian. Our last visit to New York 

was in late November about three 

years ago. City promotions for the 

festive season were in full swing but 

there was not the slightest reference 

to the N ativity nor was the word 

Christmas anywhere to be seen. 

Today even our Catholic friends in 

USA send us greetings and good 

wishes for a 'happy holiday' at year's 

end. A tiny verification of the good 

Cardinal's convictions? It is rather 

ironic that the only American friends 

who continue to wish us Happy 

Christmas are Jewish. 

I cannot be sure about it being 

anti-Christian as yet but our local 

daily is very anti-Catholic in a 

Magnetic Gold-plated 

CROSSES 
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No more need for pins or clips 

Price: $6 

[includes GST and postage] 

Order: Father Vince Redden 
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Drummoyne 
NSW 2047 

Telephone (02) 9181 1795 
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devious way. For example, under

neath a half page article which 

outlined the steps being taken by our 

Archbishop to combat any threat of 

pedophilia was a headline 'Priest on 

Sex Charge'. What is the reflex 

public reaction when sighting the 

word 'priest'? Catholic of course! 

One had to get to the very last para

graph of the half page report to 

discover that the 'priest' was 

Anglican. Whenever a sex scandal in 

a school is reported, 'Catholic' is 

identified if the accused. If it involves 

another denomination it is reported 

as 'an independent school'. Sadly the 

only attempt to combat this sort of 

bias is made by the much maligned 

National Civic Council. Maligned by 

whom? Modern progressive 

Catholics of course. 

South Brighton SA 5048 BERNARD MARTIN 

Political 

Your recent editorial 'Secure 

borders and compassion for refugees' 

[Annals 2/2002] is unworthy of a 

place in Annals. I have no agenda, 

political or otherwise. I could not, in 

conscience, vote for either major 

political party at the last election 

because of their policies on refugees. 

If I have an agenda it stems from my 

involvement in the settlement of 

refugees in the ACT for 25 years. 

Justice and respect for the human 

person - both violated by the present 

government - lie at the heart of my 

rejection of the government's policies 

and their application. Your article is 

political in that it attempts to justify 

that whole course of action and the 

ideology that lies at its heart. My sole 

purpose in writing is to tell you why 

I cannot continue to subscribe to the 

publication of Annals. 

CookACT2614 (EMERTI1JS PROFESSOR) 

JOHN MOLONY 

Whatever it is, it's not 
Catholic 

E nrolments in US Catholic 

colleges and universities ha e been 

increasing - last year by 2.6 percent. 

(US Official Catholic Directory, latest 

edition). 

Soon after graduating, ex-students 

start entering into whatever kind of 

family life they consider appropriate. 

But marriages in US churches last 



year fell by 4. 7 percent. 
Then they have babies. 
But baptisms fell 4 percent. 
Then their children start growing 

up. 
But first communions and confir

mations fell 1. 9 and 3. 6 percent 
respectively. 

Whatever the increasing numbers 
of US Catholic college students are
learning at college, it eems not to be 
Catholic. 

Let's hope we in ustralia can do 
better. 
M11dura Vu:3500 KOID.JAGO 

Perturbed 

I was somewhat perturbed on 
reading the last section of our edito
rial in Annals Australasia - [ 4/2002] 
headed 'Danger of Supping with the 
Devil'. 

Editorials, to me, are usuall a 
combination of fact and opinion, 
comment and suggestion. The more 
eminent in a particular field, the more 
likely is the writer to gain credence. 
Even so, I accept that facts, with the 
best of intentions, are not alwa 
readily distinguishable from opinions 
and that some degree of bias, human 
as we are, is often inescapable. 

So let me explain my concern. 
While your early comments in 
'Danger ... Devil' are covered by the 
use of 'seem to', later statements are 
quite specific  - that the present 
Catholic universities and schools 
'have ceased to fulfil their declared role of 

defending and propagating the faith' and 
that there is a 'current debacle'.
Eastwood NSW 2122 FRANK UNDERWOOD 

[I wish I could share our correspondeot's confi

dence that present-day Catholic education has 

not 'c eased to fulfil [its] declared rol e  of 
defending and propagating the Faith'. Any 
cogent proof in support of this cl3llll would be 
welcomed. Editor, Annals] 

Catholic perception 

I appreciate the 'Catholic' percep
tion given by Annals. Keep up the 
good work. 
Mansfield Vic 3 722 LYN MAHONEY 

Fantastic 

The editorial in the Annals (4/2002) 
is fantastic. It hits exactly the right 
tone, at least in my view. The editor 
does ·not play the role of a hurt 

A precious gift 

NOW AVAILABLE FROM CHEY ALIER PRESS 

STATUETTES 

of Our Lady of the 
Sacred Heart of Jesus 

1\. ifOULDED from volcanic 
.IV L h from Mt Pinatubo in 
the Philippines by the victims of 
the devastating eruption in 1991, 
th beautiful statues cost only 

10 (includes postage anywhere 
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victims and their families. 
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PO Box 13, Kensington NSW 2033. 
Phone: (02) 9662 7894/9662 7188. 

Fax (02) 9662 1910 

Catholic trying to get back at the 
con with an eye for eye approach. 
Instead he just upholds t.b-e truth of 
the Gospels entrusted to the Church. 
And this truth is not negated by the 
failings of individuals in the Church. 
In fact, the critics of the Church use 
this truth when they assail the Church 
on account of the pedophiles. The 
thoughtful person can see through 
this hypocrisy. The editorial may help 
some people to see this as well. 
Kiini9stein Gennany MARKO TOMASHEK 

Oops! 

There was an unfortunate misprint 
in the last paragraph of my article on 
li terature in the August issue o f  
Annals. What Milton said was that a 
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good book is the precious life-blood 
of a master spirit. 
Castle Hill, NSW 2154 SUSAN MOORE 

let's head for Wallaroo 

W allaroo is a sea port on the Yorke 
Peninsula. We are the bulk handling 
centre for exporting of wheat, etc, 
shipped to China, Korea, Japan. 
During the season, 44 prawn boats 
operate from here. Oodles of fish and 
blue crabs are caught here. We have a 
population of about 2000 but week
ends we are inundated with visitors 
from Adelaide which is 158 kms 
away. We have a marina (recently 
completed and a wonderful white 
sand safe swimming beach approxi
mately two kilometres long. 

I tell you these things because I
realise that you live in NSW or 
Sydney and all you probably see is 
'smog'!! 
Wallaroo SA 5556 THOMAS ADAMS 

'Defendant' or 'Vanguard'? 

Two items in the current Annals

5/2002, caught my eye and imagina
tion. 

1. the notice of the annual confer
ence of the Chesterton Society; and 

2. the excerpt from 'The Laughing
Prophet,' by E. Commaerts. 

I hope that you will put some 
'ginger' into those Chestertonians. 
They need it, after calling their news 
sheet 'The Defender', not 'Vanguard' 
or some other forward-looking name. 

We need lively Catholic intellec
tuals, especially now that a Catholic 
liberal arts college is being formed in 
Sydney, and a degree course in 
'western culture' has begun at 
Latrobe University. 
Gulliver Qld 4812 MALCOLM MACKINNON 

Don't forget the brothers 

I would like to make a comment in 
relation to the article 'Forgotten 
Vocations in the Catholic Church' in 
the April/May edition - which we 
have just received. It is a very worth
while document, but I just wish to 
address one issue it raised for me. 

I have been a member of the 
Congregation of the Brothers of Saint 
Patrick (Patrician Brothers) for 25 
years, as such I suppose I have 
formed my own sensitivities: like a 
woman who may be very sensitive to 

y 

r 

y 



exclusive language, I too have 

become sensitive to  exclusive 

language, that is, language that fails 

to note the contribution that religious 

Brothers have and are making to the 

Kingdom. 

In this article Brothers only receive 

a bracketed mention. It's all Priests 

and Sisters. This especially stands out 

in the diagram. 

For years I have listened to Priests 

in the pulpits mentioning the great 

work of the Sisters - and fantastic 

work they do too - but the Brothers 

are often forgotten. I wonder what 

schools these Priests attended. A few 

years ago when I was working in an 

isolated school in Papua New 

Guinea, a Sister showed me a cartoon 

she had drawn up. She had a similar 

issue of her own: despite the hard 

work of the Sisters, the Sisters were 

being overlooked. The cartoon 

showed a wagon tray carrying a large 

group of Priests, pushing the wagon 

were a handful of Sisters. I asked this 

aggrieved Sister where the Brothers 

were. All she had for me was a 

stunned look. I remember an article 

in the Sydney Daily Telegraph which 

talked about all the hard work Priests 

and Sisters had put into Catholic 

education in Australia. Not a hint of 

the contribution made by Brothers. 
(Yes, I wrote to this writer as well. 

The next time she had the opportu

nity she included Brothers). The other 

night at a local Mass a Bishop in a 

speech he gave praised the hard work 

the Priests and Sisters had put into 

the local Mission. Even a Bishop can 

overlook the role of religious Brothers 

in the Church. Again, I wonder 
where he got his education - not that 

education is the only ministry of lay 

Brothers as any informed Catholic 

would be aware. 
Perhaps your editors could be a 

little more sensitive to this issue. 

Maybe they usually are. Maybe I 

don't keep my pride under control as 

much as I should - the other Brothers 

in my community didn't do much 

more than shrug their shoulders - but 

after 25 years I have been exposed to 

the many amazing things Brothers 

have done and do for the Kingdom 

and I think they deserve better treat -

ment than being next to ignored by 

some. Yes, we are the minority, but 

let's hope that doesn't mean that we 

Keep looking 
A hundred years ago it was 

..n.generally admitted that one 
could understand history if one 
could grasp the ideas behind the 
facts. As history was, generally 
speaking, either poltical or reli
gious history, the ideas would be 
either political or religious, which 
was simple enough. Today this 
situation has changed. History is 
no longer chiefly political or reli
gious. National histories look old
fashioned. Under Marxist 
influence social-economic history 
is probably the most popular 
brand, and covers a bewildering 
variety of products from the 
history of tools to the history of 
amusements, from the history of 
town planning to the history of the 
parson's wife in the Anglican 
tradition. If you happen to admit 
or suspect that there are ideas 
behind all these developments, 
the problem of how to track down 
these ideas becomes increasingly 
complicated. 

- Arnaldo Momigliano, Studies in 
Historiography, Harper Torchbooks, 

New York 1966. 

get overlooked, it's not the Christian 

way. Perhaps I can use a sentence in 

the last paragraph of Rachael's article: 

It is a tragedy that Brothers are often 

overlooked by so many. 

Thank you for giving me the 

opportunity to expre�s my disap

pointment over an issue which I am 

sure will continue to be a part of the 

fabric of our Catholic Church. 
Wewak, Papua New Guinea (BROTHER) 

STEPHEN A SWEETMAN, FSP 

Penance and Asceticism 

I refer to your editorial The Catholic 

Church, Pedophilia and the Media (Annals 

4/2002). 

Although the attacks on the 

Church by the media have stirred up 

the latent anti-Catholicism in modem 

society, the media, of themselves, 

have not been much more vicious 

than they are in attacking other insti

tutions. They quite rightly expect 
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more of the Bride of Christ than 

secular organisations. 

What has not been raised or  

analysed is why the sourge of  clerical 

pederasty arose. What appears to be 

clear is that not only did it occur, but 

the bishops, major religious supe

riors and their administrations failed 

in their duty to protect the faithful 

from these sorts of attacks. There are 

accusations, both here and in the 

United States, that Bishops actively 

covered up pederasty. 

There are two significant causes 

that are not discussed: 
1. the abandonment of Asceticism,

and 

2. the abrogation by bishops and

religious superiors of their duty to 

exercise their authority. 

Since the modernising of the 

Church since the Second Vatican 

Council, we no longer talk about 

penance and penitenial practices 

have been all but forgotten. Often 

these once co=on practices are 

treated with suspicion: for example, 

abstaining from meat on Fridays is 

treated with contempt. How many of 

the faithful practice any penance on 

Friday? How often are penances 

mentioned in sermons? 

Elwood Vic3184 (DR) B. D. COLBERT 

5-year old Atheist?

Communism is a pure nonsense, 
so we won't waste time talking 

about it. I wi h I had a dollar for 

every time Phillip Adams (my father 

was a congregational minister) has 

boldly proclaimed his atheism. Why 

does he do this? If religion and 

particularl  Christianity is  so 

nonsensical why does he so often tell 

us it is? He seems to be saying 'yep, 

I'm an atheist ... aren't I?' 

Adams' latest (Weekend Australian 

7/8 Sept 02): 'I've never believed in 

God. I tried to but I gave up on Him 

when I was five' really takes the cake 

for arrogance. To believe he has 

confounded the world's best thinkers 

of the last 2000 years, by age five. 

Babinda Qld 4861 ERROL WILES 

(Readers' comments are welcomed, not just on mate

rial tha1 appears in Annals, but on issues rhar concern 

Lhe Catholic and the wider community. Please keep 

your letters short. They may be edited if too long. 

Always print your full name and address, and 

include a day-time phone or fax number or e-mail 

address at which you can be reached. Editor, Annals). 
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CHRIST'S MAN IN 

. WAR AND PEACE 

[Father Tom Fennell 
- see page 22]

F
A TIIER Tom Fennell of Cronulla,

1 SW recently celebrated his 

Diamond Jubilee of  priesthood. Tom 

is Irish-born and his priestly warmth 

and humanity is in the great tradition 

of Irish missionaries. 

Tom is very much a man of the 

20th century, a century of joy and 

tragedy, of discovery and destruction. 

Tom's priesthood embraces the peace 

and the war of poor humanity, and 

his life and ministry helps reconcile 

Man's inner conflicts. 

This idea of Tom's being 'Christ's 

man in days of war and peace' is 

most powerfully expressed by his 

birth-time (1916) and his ordination 

time (1942) being placed right in the 

middle of the two respective World 

Wars. 

Of equal strength is the fact that he 

ministered to Plymouth (England) 

people while World War II was still 

raging (1942-1945) and ministered in 

Sydney, and then in Osaka Japan 

(late 1940s and early 1950s) to help 

Japan recover after the devastation of 

the second world war. 

When he returned t o  Sydney 

(1954) he carried on his work and 

continues to this day as a man of 

warmth and reconciliation. 

Father Tom, we honour you and 

your 60 fine years of priesthood. 

- Father Maurice Crittenden. 

[Annals is proud LO be associated with this tribute of 

thanks co Father Tom Fennell for his loving care of all 

who were so fornmate as to cross his priestly path since 

his ordination in 1942. We are especially in his debi for 

his generous and kindly encoura,,oemem and support 

over many years. - (Father) Paul Sten.house, editor, 

Annals]. 

............................................... ...... ... •-•·•··-�--------�

Thanks 
to all our advertisers for their generous 

support. Special thanks to Alan David of 
David Graphics, to Brian and Ganie Boyd 
of Paynter Dixon Constructions Ply Ltd, and to 

John David, of The Davids Group. 

- Editor. Annals Australasia.

CAN1 SE.E. �l/v\ ... 
•fl-!E.IZE(OF-f. Hf.'5 Nm!/

What are we good for? 

T
WO hundred years ago, without steam, without elec

tricity, almost without books, and altogether without 

help from 'Cassell's Educator' or the morning newspa

pers, the Swiss shepherd could build himself a chalet, daintily 

carved, and with flourished inscriptions, and with red and blue 

and white diversity; and the burgess of Strasbourg could build 

himself a house and a spire such as all men know; and keep a 

precious book or two in his public library, and praise God for 

all: while we, - what are we good for, but to damage the spire, 

knock down half the houses, and burn the library - and declare 

there is no God but chemistry? 
- John Ruskin, The Eagle's Nest, V, §§ 86 ff. 
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� -- ---------Pilgrim People-- - - ---------, 

In Training for the Heavenly Olympics 

JOSIE, OR 
1

OF SUCH IS THE KINGDOM 

OF HEAVEN
1

Every day more than 1 million passengers travel in 1458 carriages over the 2,060 kms of railway 

tracks around New South Wales. This is the second in our series of articles by FATHER MAX 

BARRETT CSSR on commuter extraordinaire Joseph Meagha 

• OSIE'S entry into the
carriage was like a breath of
fresh air. Even those who
studied The Financial Review

looked up and smiled their 
• welcome to their 

companion commuter-for-a
day. And even if she had not come 
aboard holding Joe Meagher's hand, 
one could almost have picked the 
relationship. This five-year-old with 
the mass of golden curls and smiling 
face was her grandfather in minia
ture. But the conclusive argument, 
the fact that established the Meagher 
relationship beyond all doubt, was 
the amazing flow of words from this 
small source. The babbling brook 
was tongue-tied by comparison. 

Sharing Joe's seat, she turned in 
all directions, absorbing the scene as 
though the 8.05 were the crystal 
carriage that took Cinderella to the 
ball. Her immediate neighbour was 
the first to be favoured with a flow 
of juvenile gems. 

'My name's Josie, same as my 
Gran. What's yours? That's a nice 
name. Gran, isn't that a nice name! 
Where are you going? To work? 
Why? To make money? Hmmm, 
that makes sense. Have you got 
much money? Gran hasn't got much. 
Gran says he'll just have to make do 
with being happy. 

'Do you know where I'm going?' 
(The tone now b ecame more 
conspiratorial.) I'm going to the 
hopital . . .  I said, HOPITAL. And 
you know why I'm going to the 
hopital? To see Mummy's new 
baby.' (Ecstatic glow.) 'This'll be the 
first time I'll see him.' (A wriggle of 
pleasurable anticipation.) 'Gran will 
take me with him to Mass, and then 
we'll go the hopital. 

'Gran goes to Mass every day. Do 
you? Gran says he goes to talk to his 
best friend. Do you know who that 
is? Jesus. Jesus comes at Mass -. 
Yes, Gran?' 

Joe Meagher had made a quick 
assessment, and doubted whether 
his fellow commuter was ready for a 
five-year�old's expose of the 
Eucharistic mystery, so he wiped 
away a smudge from the perfectly 
clean face of the precocious theolo
gian. 

The distraction was only tempo
rary, but sufficient to cause a change 
of focus in Josie's inquisitorial role. 
She now fixed on one of the 
standing passengers, a husky, good
looking eighteen-year-old. 
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'Do ou have a baby? Oh! 
Everyone should have a baby. They 
have plenty of them at the hopital. 
Beg pardon, Gran?' 

'Josie, Honey Bun, the word is 
hospital.' 

Hone Bun replied, just a touch 
severel : 'That's what I said.' 
Relentlessl , she pursued the subject 
with the standee. 

'When e get to the hopital, I'll 
ask for a bab for ou. There!' 

Having sol ed that problem, Josie 
stood on her grandfather 's lap and 
surveyed the carriage. 

'Gran, wh does that man have a 
ring in his nose?' 

Joe dre the child close to 
himself and spore in what he 
misjudged to be a one-to-one voice: 

'Sweetheart, ou asked me that 
question at the E.aster Show, when 
we were watchin9' the c-attle being 
led around. The ring makes it easier 
to make the cattle behave. Perhaps 
that man's wife put the ring there, to 
make her husband beha e.' 

The child e ed her forebear dubi
ously. 'Rm=.' Then she scolded, 
'Gran, you're tricking me.' 

Josie resumed her surveillance of 
the Eight O Fi ers and, of a sudden, 
blew a hot and horrified breath 
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down Joe's ear: 'Gran, that lad s got 
a ring in her bell button!' 

The brearh was deli ered in  a 
whisper worthy of a Meagher. Every 
syllable of it carried to every comer 
of carriage o. 1. Again, Joe thought 
a di ersor tactic was called for. 
'Vlould ou like to hear a story? 

'There was once a king who was 
e ain. He dressed in the most 

expensive clothes, but he was never 
atisfied. He called his tailor and 

said: 'Obtain the finest cloth in the 
world and make my clothes out of it. 
If I am not satisfied I will dismiss 
you and put you in prison.' The poor 
tailor was frightened, but at last he 
thought of a way of pleasing the 
king. He returned to the king and 
said, 'Look, your Majesty, look at 
this cloth. It is so fine, you cannot 
feel it. When you dress in this mate
rial, you will be dressed as no other 
king in the world is dressed.' The 
king was pleased. And when the 
tailor came back, the king took off 
his clothes and the tailor pretended 
to put  the new clothes on him. 
When the king went out in public, 
the people said 'Ohhh! Ahrrr!', just 
to please the king. But there was a 
little girl in the crowd and she cried 
out: 'But, Daddy, he's got nothing 
on!' 

'Honey, I think that little girl's 
name might have been Josephine.' 
From the compartment there came 
an ah! of assent. 

One 8.05-er summed up the 
mood when she leaned over Josie 
and said: 'Sweetheart, tell Mummy 
to have lots of babies, so that you 
will have to keep coming on 

� the train with us to see her 
while she is in hopital.' 

FATHER MAX BARRETT is a Redemptorist 

priest now resident in Sydney. 
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IF all is not lost, where is it? 
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Flights of hopeful 
candidates 

T 
HE best time to study at leisure the habits and manners of 
the candidate for Parliament is shortly before an anticipated 
dissolution. Even as once in a series of years the astronomer 

furbishes up his telescope and observes the transit of a planet 
across the surface of the sun, so, as a General Election approaches, 
and when, consequently, candidates are numerous, the curious 
observer of human nature in all its wayward manifestations 
hastens to some place where experience has taught him candidates 
will be found gathered together. 

No spot is so favourable for an investigation of this kind as the 
scene of a contested by-election which takes place when a General 
Election is at no great distance. The investigation cannot with 
safety be postponed until a General Election. Then all is hurry and 
confusion. There is a fight in every constituency. No man can help 
his neighbour. Everybody is on his own war-path. There is, there
fore, no concentration of candidates. They are scattered up and 
down the land and so flurried that it is almost impossible to 
observe their humours. To appreciate a candidate properly takes 
time - a great deal of time. But at a by-election shortly before a 
General Election candidates are to be found in shoals - genuine 
candidates who have all gone through the proud process of selec
tion, who enjoy a status peculiarly their own, who have a part to 
play and play it with spirit. They hurry to the contest from afar. 
With what readiness do they proffer their services! Like sea-birds, 
they come screaming and flapping their wings, and settle down at 
the same hotel, which for days resounds with their cheerful cries. 

What a contrast do these bright, hopeful creatures present to 
their taciturn, cynical companions! - sombre figures, who sit 
sucking at their pipes, the actual members of Parliament, who, far 
from flying joyfully to the field of battle, as the candidate has just 
done, have been driven there, grunting and grumbling, by the 
angry crack of the party Whips. 

- Augustine Birrell, The Bona Fide Traveller,' in Collected Essays, Vol 2 

, ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... : 
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George Pell 
by Tess Livingstone 

Published by Duffy & Snellgrove 

$22.00 

Expected publication 

23 October 2002 

THE AUTHOR, TESS LIVINGSTONE, 
is a prominent journalist on the editorial 
staff of the Brisbane newspaper The 
Courier-Mail. Her wide experience and 
national and international contacts have 
well equipped her to produce this fine 
study of the life of Archbishop Pell. 

The introduction to the work is provided 
by the renowned scholar George Weigel, 
author of Witness to Hope which has come 
to be regarded as the definitive biography 
of John Paul 11. Weigel is the author of the 
forthcoming books, The Truth of Catholi
cism (Gracewing Catholic Books) and The 
Courage to be Catholic (Basic Books), 
both of which will be available through 
Ignatius House Foundation Limited. 

lgnat:ias Haase Foanoat:ion Lirnit:eo

is proud to bring to you the brilliant biography of 

the Most Reverend Dr George Pell, Archbishop of Sydney 

"A great read - surprising insights - the truth unvarnished." 

"I read this book with great interest and enjoyment, learning a great deal more about this outstanding servant of God, the 
authentic leader of the Catholic Church in Australia and a totally admirable Australian. No wonder the e emies of the Faith 
try so hard to bring him down by any means. Make sure you read it and include it in the gifts you make t is Christmas." 

To: Ignatius House Services 
PO Box 180 
Sumner Park Old 4074 
Phone: (07) 3279 7 415 
Fax: (07) 3279 7422 
Email: dixons@powerup.com.au 
ABN 40 636 250 177 

Tony Dixon 

Chairman 

Ignmiu House Foundation 

"Bies ed are you 

·when men revile you

and persecuJe you and

uuer all kinds of evil

against ou falsely on

My account. "

_ atthew 5: l I) 

Please rush _____ copies of George Pell to me as soon as it is available. 

$22.00 per copy - postage free 

5 or more copies $20.00 per copy 

Name 
------------------

Address ________________ _ 

City _______ State Postcode __ _ 

Phone L_) ____ _ Fax L_) ____ _ 

All prices include GST 

□ My payment to Ignatius House Services is enclosed

$ .................................. or 

□ Please debit my credit card:

□ Visa □ MasterCard Ban card 

Card No __________ Exp Date_/_ 

Signature _______________ _ 

Or call (07) 3279 7415 (credit cards only). 
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.---------------Australian culture--------- ----

Australias Finest Wagnerian Soprano 

THE PEERLESS FLORENCE AUSTRAL 

Few Australians would not know the name of Danie Joan Sutherland and have some idea 

of her stature as an operatic diva. Dame ellie 11elba may now be less well-known, but is far 

from forgotten. LANCE HOBAN reminds u of another great Australian Prima donna -

Florence Austral - and her largely unacknowled ed place in the Opera's Hall of Fame. 

-.r;,---.�--usTRALIA 

through the 
passing years has 
produced many 
singers of world 
acclaim and 

��!11..::ciolild.?.ii.2._3 renown but 
none more illustrious than Florence 
Austral, generally acknowledged in 
operatic circles as the finest Wagnerian 
soprano this country has produced. 

Florence Austral was born Florence 
Wilson in Melbourne on April 26, 
1894. Her father died when she was a 
child and her mother later married a 
wealthy Melbourne clothing manufac
turer named Ezra Favaz. The girl's 
step-father realised Florence possessed 
singing potential and insisted that she 
commence vocal tuition. At the age of 
19, she competed at a B allarat 
Eisteddfod, winning two of the major 
prizes. One of the judges was so 
impressed by the girl's pov erful and 
beautiful voice, combined with her 
mature stage presence, and persuaded 
Favaz to emol her at the Albert Street 
Conservatorium of usi \• here e 
came under the notice of adame 
Weidermann of the Australian 
Consulate, and a vocal authori of 
international standing. V hen 
Madame Weidermann first met and 
heard Florence sing, she exclaimed 
ecstatically - 'You will be the first real 
Brunnhilde to appear in this country'. 
This compliment was new to her 
protege, never before having heard of 
Brunnhilde, the Ring Cycle, 
Siedgriend her lover and Richard 
Wagner, little more than a vague name 
to her. 

A Benefit Concert 

Florence Favaz spent five years at 
the Albert Street Conservatorium 
where she was acknowledged as 

possessing one of the most promising 
Australian operari oices since the 
immortal ellie , elba. In 1 920, a 
benefit concert was organised in the 
Melbourne To Hall to raise funds 
to send Fa az o erseas for further 
stud . She tra elled initially to 
America here she took advanced 

e,, York Julliard 
usic. singing in various 

festi als and even auditioning at New 
ark's famous 1etropolitan Opera 

House. Unhapp with the American 
le ofli · o he left rew York and 

proceeded co London where soon 
after arri al in the autumn of 1920, 
Florenu- w auditioned with other 
hopeful , b the Covent Garden 
Opera Ho director, Major Harry 
Hi Her powerful and amazingly 

oncrolled dramatic soprano voice 

Moving? 
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al Australasia 
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thrilled and impressed him. When he 
inquired her name, the 26 year old 
soprano really set the Major back on 
his heels. 'Florence Favaz - I come 
from Melbourne' Higgins didn't like 
the name at all and told her so. 'You 
can't perform professionally with a 
name like that' he said. Next day, 
again interviewing the young vocal 
aspirant, he said: 'Good morning 
Miss Austral'. Florence was momen
tarily non-plussed, then smiling 
serenely replied: 'Thank you Mr 
Higgins - it's a really lovely name'. 

A Resounding Success 

Florence Austral's first operatic 
appearance was as Brunnhilde in a 
National Opera Company provincial 
concert at Leeds. She sang superbly 
and with her beauty and magnificent 
stage presence, completely captivated 
the audience, being obliged to take at 
least a dozen curtain calls. It is a little 
wonder therefore that when the 
Garden needed an urgent replace
ment for a Brunnhilde in its current 
production of the Ring Cycle, the call 
should go out to Florence Austral. 

That triumphant night was the 
real beginning of her illustrious 
career. The audience reaction to her 
singing was rapturous and the press 
rave notices that followed next 
morning, ensured that she had now 
reached international status and was 
there to stay. One critic wrote: 'That 
was the most sumptuous Wagnerian 
s inging at Covent Garden for a 
generation'. 

A Meeting with Melba 

It was almost immediately after 
this fulfiling experience that Florence 
Austral was obliged to share the 
stage with celebrated Dame Nellie 
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Why so few of them? 
W:TH the fall of the totalitarian regime - with Stalin's death,

(hrushchev's speech, the Thaw, and the emergence of the 

Shestidesyatniki, the liberals of the 1960s - came the era of the 
dissidents. Among them were disproportionately large numbers of physi

cists, mathematicians, engineers, and biologists, and almost no historians or 

philosophers. But the dissidents were only a handful, just a few hundred 

people in a country that then extended over one sixth of the planet. It is hard 

to say whether they had a distinctive philosophical view, but the clarity of 

their vision differed from that of millions of other people. This gave them the 

strength to reject lies and preserved their self-respect, without which there is 

no respect for others and for life in general, and which in the final analysis 

brings a sense of happiness. Why do so few people have it? People speak of 

conscience. But it seems that conscience is the supreme existential value only 

for a very few people. For most it is a chimera; and as we see from history, it 
is easily shrugged off. 

- Elena Bonner, The Remains ofTotalitarianism in The New York Review of Books, March 8, 2001 
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Melba at a gala charity concert at the 

Albert Hall. The experience was 

hardly a memorable occasion for 

Austral to recall despite the rapturous 

reception that greeted her singing. 

Melba disliked newcomers and 

rarely took kindly to contemporary 

rivals endeavouring to usurp her 

vocal crown. At the time, the 60 year 

old Melba was in the twilight years 

of her illustrious career but still 

enjoyed enormous public appeal. 

Although the voices and vocal styles 

were entirely different, Melba was 

quite insulting to the new rising star, 

at a reception which later followed. 

As Melba moved among the VIP 

guests, she was also introduced to 

Austral, and in her usual imperious 

manner said to her: 'Your voice my 

dear has promise, but of course there 

never will be another Melba'. Austral 

was both hurt and affronted, hoping 

at least to have received a kindly 

word of encouragement and minor 

praise from the celebrated diva. 'She 

spoke to me like an old cow' Austral 

said later. 

At odds with German 
language 

When Florence Austral arrived on 

the operatic scene, it was generally 

accepted that only Germans could 

interpret Wagner effectively. Austral 

was inclined to agree as her German 

had acute limitations and the 

Teutonic celebrities who dominated 

Wagnerian opera, quite over-awed 

her. On one occasion, the great 

orchestral conductor, Bruno Walter 

was so critical of her German accent 

that she burst into tears and fled the 

stage. Other performers in the cast 

included Lotte Lehman, Lauritz 

Melchior and Friedrich Schorr, yet it 

was always Florence Austral, despite 

language difficulty, who won the 

hearts and minds of the audience and 

· musical critics.

America Re-visited 

In 1925, Austral made her first 

American concert tour. One of her 

greatest achievements at the time was 
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as principal soloist in Brahms 

Requiem before 6000 concert-goers 

at the Cincinnati Festival. It was in 

America also at that time that she 

married the great Australian flautist, 

John Amadio, who on occasions 
acted as her accompanist. When 

Amadio died in 1964, they had been 

living apart however, for some years. 

Actually Austral still never liked 

America, ma.king Europe the centre 

of her operatic activities. At Covent 

Garden, she sang in orchestras 
conducted by immortals like Bruno 

Walter, Arturo Toscanini and Sir 

Thomas Beecham. She toured 

triumphantly with the Royal 

Philharmonic and Halle Orchestras, 

and sang the title role in Beethoven's 

Choral Symphony at Wembly and 

the Bral1an1S Requiem at the Crystal 

Palace. Yet despite the richness of her 

voice and her statuesque stage pres

ence, Florence Austral was 

harbouring a fearful secret. 

It had its origin early in 1930 

when she was performing the role of 

Brunnl1ilde in the Ring Cycle with 

the Berlin State Opera. At one stage 

during the performance, she was 
obliged to kneel in a pleading

posture, but when she tried to rise,

found herself unable to do so. Noting

the pain etched on her face, the tenor 

Lauritz Melchior turned his back on 

the audience and spread his cloak,

enabling her to clutcl1 the folds and

regain her feet. The following

morning, a medical examination

revealed the disturbing news. She

had multiple sclerosis and seemingly 

her operatic career was now at an 

end. Austral refused to accept the

verdict although told to take a long

rest which she did by touring

European cities and giving gala

concerts. In late 1930, Austral

returned to Australia and the seven

concerts she performed, in the

Sydney Town Hall were described as

'the most memorable since the visit

of Nellie Melba in 1927'.

Austral kept on touring for the 

next few years. The pain was 

constantly with her and exhaustion 

more often followed than not, but 

she steadfastly refused to succumb to 

her debilitating malady. She made a 

second visit to Australia in 1934, in 

opera performances only. Her voice 

was as rich and exciting as ever but 
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the pain of her affliction was at times 
quite excruciating. During the season, 
with Walter Widdop as her leading 
tenor, and fellow Australians 
Browning Mummery and Muriel 
Bruskill, she performed in three 
Wagnerian operas as well as Verdi's 
Aida and Puccini's Tosca. 

Final Retirement 

During W orld War II , she 
performed at n umerous patriotic 
concerts, but at the war's end, 
returned to Sydney to retire and 
reside permanently. Later, she took 
up residence in a small cottage in the 
Newcastle suburb of Merewether and 
began a new career  conducting 
master classes at the local 
Conservatoriurn. In 1955 however, 
her illness forced her to relinquish 
this interest. Although well rewarded 
financially during her long and 
distinguished career, Austral did not 
appear to amass the wealth enjoyed 
by Melba. A group of local admirers 
known as the Florence Austral 
Association arranged for her to be 
admitted to a local nursing home, 
ensuring that in her closing years she 
would have no financial worries. 
Shortly before her death, Austral was 
interviewed by a local journalist and 
asked to recall memories of her many 
past vocal triumphs. She concluded 
her farewell thoughts with this 
message: 'God has been most kind 
and benevolent to me. He gave me a 
wonderous blessing, the joyous gift 
of song, and sufficient time to use it to 
bring pleasure to a great many lovers 
of fine music in many parts of the 
world'. Florence Austral, regarded as 
perhaps the greatest Wagnerian 
soprano this country has produced, 
died  peacefully in  a Newcastle 
nursing home on May 15, 1968. A 
few old faithful friends were with her 
at the end. 

The career of the great opera 
�prima-donna had come to its 

final close. She was 74. 

Silently, silently, into the night I go, 

into the starry vast of heavenly blue. 

I know not where the road may  end, 

until at peace, I come at last to Thee. 

LANCE HOBAN was born in Young NSW and joined the 

Police Force in I 940. He reri.red as an Inspector Flfst 

Class in 1978. He is a reguJar comributor to Annals 

A, 1Stralasia. 
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War is a luxury 
'FOR God's sake, do not drag me

into another war! I am worn 
down and worn out with crusading 
and defending Europe and 
protecting mankind; I must think a 
little of myself. I am sorry for the 
Spaniards - I am sorry for the 
Greeks - I deplore the fate of the 
Jews; the people of the Sandwich 
Islands are groaning under the most 
detestable tyranny; Baghdad is 
oppressed - I do not like the present 
state of the Delta - Tibet is not 
comfortable. Arn I to fight for all 
these people? The world is bursting 
with sin and sorrow. Am I to be 
champion of the Decalogue and to 
be eternally raising fleets and 
armies to make all men good and 
happy? We have just done saving 
Europe, and I am afraid the conse
quence will be that we shall cut 
each other's throats. No war, dear 
Lady Grey! no eloquence; but 
apathy, selfishness, common sense, 
arithmetic! I beseech you, secure 
Lord Grey's sword and pistols, as 
the housekeeper did in Don 
Quixote's armour. If there is another 
war, life will not be worth having. I 
will go to war with the King of 
Denmark if he is impertinent to you, 
or does any injury to Howick; but 
for no other cause. 'May the 
vengeanance of Heaven' overtake all 
the Legitimates of Verona! but, in 
the present state of rent and taxes, 
they must be left to the vengeance of 
Heaven. I allow fighting in such 
cause to be a luxury; but the busi
ness of a prudent, sensible man is to 
guard against luxury.' 

- Sydney Smith, [177 J -1845] wit, co-founder of 
the Edinburgh Review and Anglican 

Clergyman, quoted in The Smith of Smiths, by 
Hesketh Pearson, 1934 . 
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ANNALS CROSSWORD No. 8 

ACROSS CLUES 

1. and 26. Popular name of Joseph De
Veuster, missionary to lepers on the island
of Molokai (6,6)

4. see 1 down.
8. He had thirty sons who rode thirty

donkeys and ruled Israel for twenty-two
years (Judg 10:3-5) (4)

9. Regarding unity among Christian churches 
(10)

11. Revered image in the Eastern Church of
some sacred personage (4) 

12. Satanic; fiendish (8) 
13. Known as the "Catholic Queen" of Spain, 

she was the sponsor of Columbus (8)
15. Greeted (6)
16. Used to convey cheap wine to the lips of

Jesus on the Cross ( 6) 
19. Regular payments to priests to cover their 

expenses (8)
22. Relating to the reclusive life of monks,

nunsetc(8)
23. What Karol Wojtyla became in 1978 (4)
24. The garden where Jesus was betrayed (10)
25. Brother of Jacob (4) 
26. see 1 across 
27. Roman governor who ordered Christ's

crucifixion (6)

DOWN CLUES 

1. and 4 across. Founding member of the
Society of Jesus (7,6)

2. Italian city where controversial shroud is 
kept (5)

3. Without beginning and end (7)
5. Wife of Joseph; mother of Ephraim (Gen

41:50-52) (7) 
6. To become aware of (something) (7)
7. Siddhartha (6) 
10. To revere greatly ( 
14. Below; inferior to (7) 
17. Carry on ( after stopping) (7)
18. Immoderate
19. Town near Jamb' ell (John 4:5-6) (6) 
20. A citizen of a lediterranean republic (7)
21. To make morally bad; vitiate (7)
23. Painting for an D ck of the dead Christ

supported by his molber (5) 

© Brian O'Neill 2002 

In defence of Jews 
TY-three Popes over eleven centuries issued at least 

Bulls, Encyclical letters, Edicts and Decrees 

demanding that Jews be not molested because of their 

religion. Sadly, few of these regulatory decrees achieved their 

aim unless they were backed up by Papal troops - and even 

then they were largely ignored by the civil authorities to whom 

they were addressed. 
- See Pinchas Lapide, The Last Three Popes and the Je1,1,s, 1967.
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Complaints about 
the weather 

'TRULY, indeed, did the immortal trio - Swift Arbuthnot
and Pope - exclaim in chorus: 'What is mortal man but a 
broomstick!' Never are we in half a gale of wind but we 

pray crapulously for calm. Never are we in a calm but we whine 
peevishly for wind. What, would you have the weather cut out 

for you like a suit of clothes? Is all the universe to arrange itself 

simply to your convenience, as it does for the very rich-so long 

as they keep off the sea? Will you not be content with sailing 
unless just that wind plays which is exactly trimmed for your 
miserable barque, neither too strong nor too light nor too far 
forward, so that you have to beat, nor so far aft that you fear a 
gybe, or pooping from a running sea? Will you never repose in 

the will of your Maker and take things as they come?' 
-Hilaire Belloc, The Cniiseoft'1e Nona, London 1925

in a culture that will accept them and 

many would be thought absurd 

and/or unattainable in other cultures. 

Human rights are now claimed in 

a wide range of circumstances, some

times properly and sometimes not. 

When considering the morality of 

some of life's complex issues, debate 

is impoverished when questions of 

right and wrong are transformed into 

questions of individual rights. 

First, the subject is fundamentally 

changed when the focus on the acts 

of the community of individuals 
(morality) is replaced by focus on the 

acts of inctividuals in the community 

(rights). Second, discussion of rights 

is distorted when only those rights 
are admitted into the debate which 

might help gain a desired conclu

sion. Third, resort to claims of rights 

is seldom the best way to achieve a 

consensus, protective of the equal 

rights  of all, not just of more 

powerful or vocal individuals or 

groups. 

Respect for personal autonomy is 

prominent among the rights claimed 

to support one's personal choices, but 

autonomy is widely misrepresented. 

It is particularly important to under

stand autonomy properly when it is 

cited in support of a moral position, 

since a claimed right may be totally 

different from what is right. 

Autonomy is misrepresented 

when it is depicted only as involving 

an entitlement to have whatever is 

freely, informedly and competently 

chosen, the implication being that 

such choice must be respected, for its 

own sake, without regard for what is 
chosen. This is what is known as 

radical autonomy. If autonomy were 

really about giving a person what

ever he or she sincerely wanted, that 

would be nearer to self-indulgence 

than self-determination, on the same 

plane as the philosophy of a pre

schooler in a lolly shop. The privi

lege of being granted respect for 

one's genuine autonomy has to be 

tempered always by the obligation to 

show respect for the valid competing 

rights of others. As a philosopher 

put it: 'Your right to swing your fist 

ends at the tip of my nose'. If 

autonomy were really as unlimited 

as is commonly but mistakenly 

supposed, an informed, competent 
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and self-determined request could 

never be justly refused. 

Misunderstanding of autonomy is 
not only "';idespread, it is subtly 

dangerous in several ways, as 
becomes clear when its use in justi
fying euthanasia is examined. First, it 
focuses on the act of choice rather 
than what is chosen. It claims that a 
sufferer is entitled to have his life 
taken because he insistently wants it, 
while the same claim would be 

evidently absurd if used to justify 

one's insistently wanting to take the 
life of another person, to secure one's 
own peace. Second, i t  takes no 
account of the peril in which other 

sufferers would be placed who did 

not want their lives taken, if the 
taking of life on request were 

legalised in ways that are now 

known cannot be freed of the risk of 
abuse. Third, it totally excludes from 

consideration the autonomous choice 

of the other party to euthanasia, the 

doctor who is asked and agrees to 
take life. 

When human rights are invoked to 

support threats to innocent human 
life, proposals must, at the very least, 

include some attempt to find a 

balance between individual choice 

and the community's need for good 
order, social harmony, and the protec

t ion of i ts  vulnerable members. 

Finding that balance is especially 

demanding in a society which places 
high value on respect for persons and 
their autonomy, but the search for 

balance is frustrated by lack of an 
agreed understanding of autonomy. 

Though the common good presumes 

moral concerns for arrangements 
beyond the individual, these are 

ignored when exclusive emphasis is 

placed on radical individual 
autonomy. 

A more complex problem arises 
when a human right is presented in a 
mistaken form, at the same time as 
genuine narural rights are ignored. 
This occurs commonly with 

euthanasia, when the false form of 
patient autonomy is promoted, while 

the genuine right of every person to 

the integrity of his/her life is omitted. 

In 1948, the. United Nations' 

Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights declared that 'the foundation 

of freedom, justice and peace in the 

world' is the 'recognition of the 
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inherent dignity and of the equal and 
inalienable rights of all members of 
the human family'. Further, 'everyone 
has the right to life' and 'all are equal 
before the law and are entitled 
without any discrimination to equal 
protection of the law'. 

This Declaration was later supple
mented by more specific proclama
tions,  including the 1966 
International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights, Article 6 of which 
states: 'Every human being has the 
inherent right to life. This right shall 
be protected by law. No one shall be 
arbitrarily deprived of his life'. 

Words such as 'equal', 'inherent', 
'inalienable', 'without discrimination' 
and 'arbitrary' were meant to define 
the essence of natural rights, particu
larly in that they do not depend on 
circumstance, personal preference or 
opinion. Natural rights are not be 
taken away and, just as importantly, 
are not be given away, and the right 
to life is to be protected by law. 

Whenever human rights are being 
discussed, one needs to de elop a 
keen ear and eye for their inconsis
tent or improper application. For 
example, a cenain Australian Senator 
is a prominent self-styled defender of 
human rights. When he opposes 
mandatory sentencing, his rhetoric is 
all about human rights, but when he 
advocates euthanasia, he never 
mentions them. In fact, omissions or 
distortions of human rights are to be 
expected in most popular discussions 
of subjects where innocent human 
life is at risk, such as abortion, 
euthanasia and particularly recently, 
the complex aspects of fertility 
control. The object of this misuse is to 
remove the protection that would 
normally be available to the victims, 
to render them vulnerable to  
exploitation by scientists, ideologues 
or commercial interests. This caused 
one com mentator to remark 
'Whenever I hear human rights being 
raised, I start to wonder which 

� unfortunate is about to get it in 
the neck'. 

DR BRIAN POLLARD is a retired anaestetisl/ 

palliative care physician wit h an interest in 

bio-ethics. Most of his professional life was 

spent in privat e practice as a specialist 

physician. He was Director of anaesthetics at 

Conc ord Hospital NSW, and founding 

Director of the Palliative Care Service there. 

New edition from Father Michael Fallon MSC 

THE APOCALYPSE 
T his new and revised edition of Michael Fallon's 

popular Commentary on the Apocalypse is now 

available from Chevalier Press  or from Catholic 

Booksellers. The Apocalypse is a treasure from our 

Christian past that has been much used and abused 

since it was written. Father Fallon reveals it as a 

symbolic manifesto of the ultimate victory of love, and 

of the values of Christ, over the oppressive Roman 

state at the close of the first century AD. 

$13.95 
[Includes GST and postage and handling] 

* 

Also by Father Michael Fallon 

FOUR GOSPELS FOR 

CATHOLICS 
Commentaries on the three Synoptic Gospels and the 

Go pel of St John by Father Michael Fallon, MSC 

ha e been published and are now available from 

Che alier Press. 

* The Gospel of Matthew, 395 pp

* The Gospel of Mark, 294 pp

* The Gospel of Luke, 3 75 pp

* The Gospel of John, 386 pp

$24.95 each

or (special discount price): $80 for the set of four

[Includes GST. Postage and handling extra] 

Orders ma be sent to our postal address, Chevalier Press, P.O. Box 
13, Kensington SW 2033 or by phoning (02) 9662-7894 or faxing 
(02) 9662-1910. Copies may also be obtained from Catholic Adult

Education Centre, Locked Bag 888, Milperra Business Centre NSW
1891, or any Catholic bookseller.

NEW CATHOLIC BOOKSHOP 

NAREG ARMENIAN CATHOLIC CENTRE 

Religious books in English and Armenian • lfons/Plaques 

Medals • Crucifixes • Statues • Religious Paintings 

Rosary Beads • Candles • Tapes/CDs 

989 Victoria Road, West Ryde, NSW 
PO Box 6605, Baulkham Hills, NSW 2153 
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Go Lightly Light 

(For Father Tom Fennell on the occasion of the Diamond 

Jubilee of his ordination to the priesthood, 7 /6/42J [seep. 11 J 

The light is falling on a shade of trees 
And leaves once green are now the russet brown. 
Go lightly Light upon the leaving leaves. 
And Light lights Light within old age 
And shlmmers golden sage past passing time 
On the ever on-flow of life's reasoned rhyme. 

Tom, Child of Easter's 1916 Rising 
And equal child of Saviour's deep 

down Falling. 
Tom, young man of the World War 

II upheaval 
W hen young men answered 

greater love's deep calling, 
He more than answered, sacrificing 

all 
To be Christ's man in days of War 

and Peace. 

Tom, Tom, the Leix Man's Son, 
Bears goods news in his long run. 
Wise, his yeasty breaking of God's 

Word. 
Christ's strength in grateful grape 

and grain of wheat; 
Tom wears a visioned track 

through place and time, 

•1 And travels on his own way and 
rhyme. 

For Plymouth, Sydney and Osaka 
bound 

He leaves his native Leix* by 
Barrow's Flow 

And missions much and travels 
deep and broad. 

In time, he pastors strong in 
Sydney's soul; 

Cronulla, Haberfield, Blue 
Mountain views, 

From Forest Lodge to  Bexley, 
varied hues. 

And Ireland's eyes and Ireland's 
sighing, 

And Ireland's tears of yesteryear 
Are but the cries of all men's crying 
At the breaking of the waters 

For all the sons and daughters 
As they break, and break be ond 

for joy-filled life. 

The Light is falling on a shade of trees, 
And leaves once green are now the russet brown. 
Go lightly Light upon the leaving leaves. 
And Light lights Light within old age 
And shlmmers golden sage past passing time 
On the flow of life's own reason and its rhyme. 

*county Leix, Ireland

-Maurice Crittenden, Cronulla, NSW, July 2, 2002. 
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.----------------book review----------------,

Chestertons Spiritual Odyssey towards Catholicism 

THE FIRE ABLAZE BEYOND THE GATE 

* NGLISHMAN Joseph
-...... ��:A Pearce has used his

considerable writing
skills to bring out a

, most readable biog-
-� ..... raphy of G.K. 

____ ...,.. Chesterton, 'Wisdom 
and Innocence'. The 522-page book 
is a treasure trove containing details 
that will be new and complementary 
to most GKC fans. Pearce himself is a 
convert to Catholicism and gives 
many pages to Chesterton's very 
deliberate and gradual conversion to 
Catholicism. 

He quotes GKC writing about his 
youthful years. 'I deal here with the 
darkest and most difficult part (of 
my life) ... doubts, morbidities, 
temptations . . . I was a pagan at the 
age of 12 and a complete agnostic by 
the age of 16 ... I dabbled in a 
number of things ... among these, 
Spiritualism.' This included experi
ments with the ouija board 'which 
left me with a horrid feeling ... and a 
bad smell in the mind.' 

In 1901 he married Frances Blogg. 
I t  was fully harmonious and 
fulfilling for both of them, the only 
real sadness being that they had no 
children. By that date GKC had 
reasoned his way to the existence of 
a personal God, the Unitarian God -
one Person and not three. Frances' 
deep Anglo- Catholic faith helped 
him to belief in the Trinity and in 
the Gospels. 

In 1905 he wrote 'Heretics' with 
its spirited criticism of modern 
writers who dismissed the age-old 
Christian tenets. One 'Heretics' 
quote: 'The vice of the modern 
notion of mental progress is that it is 
always something concerned with 
the breaking of bonds, the effacing 
of boundaries, the casting away of 
dogmas... But (true) growth means 
more and more definite convictions, 
more and more dogmas ... Saying a 
man is too clever to believe is like 
saying a nail is too good to hold a 

,sdom and Innocence 

by .los€ 
522pageha 
0 inab e ' om John XXIII 

Fellowship Co-Op 

PO Bo .22, Ormond, Vic 3204 

carpet down.' GKC had begun to be 
a public defender of things 
Christian. 

In 190 he published 
'Orthodox ,' reQarded b many as 
one of the eai: boo of the 20th 
centur . In it he calls Christianity 
'the ke to under tanding the 
cosmos.' His defence of Christian 
teaching has no come into clear 
focus. 

A Scriptural 

Contortionist 

L 
THER'S professor of

theology was Karlstadt, 

who as a catholic in 1518, a 

lutheran in 1521; an 

Anabaptist in 1525, a sacra

menta rian in 1530. He 

changed his cassock, as well as 

his creed, to comply with 

some Scripture-text, of which 

he alone had discovered the 

hidden meaning; and ended 

by becoming a baker, in order 

to fulfil the divine precept: -

'in the sweat of thy brow, shall 

thou eat thy bread!' 

- Life, Writings and Doctrines of Martin 

Luther, J.M.V. Audin, Philadelphia 1841. 
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I t  will take another 14 years 
before he declares himself a 
Catholic. Friendship and discus
sions with five men helped him 
reach that conclusion. Fr John 
O'Connor, the model of GKC's 
Father Brown Detective stories, was 
one. Ronald Knox, a leading 
Anglo-Catholic priest who became a 
Catholic priest was another. A third 
was Fr Vincent McNabb. GKC said 
he felt a very strong sense of the 
presence of God when with 
McNabb. Benedictine Fr Ignatius 
Rice was a fourth. The fifth was 
layman Maurice Baring. When 
Maurice Baring had moved from 
Anglo Catholicism to Catholicism in 
1909, he recorded his conversion 
with the following poem: 

One day I heard a whisper: 
'Wherefore wait? 

Why linger in a separated porch? 
Why nurse the flicker of a severed 

torch? 
The fire is there, ablaze beyond the 

gate. 
Why tremble, foolish soul? Why 

hesitate?' 
Chesterton had a fierce belief that 

a vow was a vow. A vow before 
God had sealed his union with 
Frances, the woman who helped 
him move from Unitarianism to 
belief in the Nicene Creed. He 
thought about embracing 
Catholicism, but at a time when he 
could do so with her. He knew she 
was not ready to do that yet. 

In 1 920 Chesterton wrote to Fr 
O'Connor, for whom he had 
tremendous respect: 'I want to 
talk to you about very important 
things - the most important things 
that are.' In 1921 he wrote to  
Baring: ' I  have been troubled for 
some time in connection with the 
great subject (which has hardly 
left my thought for an hour)' . 
Before going t o  H oll and on a 
lecture tour early in 1922 he wrote 

Pearce 
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to Ronald Knox - until some few 

years before a leading Anglo

Catholic priest, son of an Anglican 

bishop but now a Catholic priest: 

'I go and lecture for a week in 

Holland...... I suppose the great 

question is there as elsewhere. 

Indeed, I hear it is something of a 

reconquered territory; some say a 

third of this heroic Calvinist state 

is now Catholic.' 

Returning from Holland he 

again writes to Knox, saying he 

knows people are discussing his 

(Chesterton's) religious position. 

He 'feels a monstrous charlatan' in 

writing about religion for 'though 

the views I express are real, the 

(public) image of me is horribly 

unreal compared with the real

person who needs help just now.'

He wonders about his ,"lriting on 

religion and whether he is not still 

'the schoolboy with his brooding on 

doubts and dirt and daydreams of 

crude consciousness so inconsistent 

as to be near hypocrisy.' 

Frances sensed the conflict going 

in her husband's spirit and knew 

she was an obstacle to his moving 

to Catholicism, but she was not yet 

ready to go with him. She invited 

Fr O'Connor for a private discus

sion and told him she would be 

relieved if her husband became a 

Catholic. She had found the last 

three months quite trying because 

of the way he has been 'fidgeting 

as he always does when he has 

something on his mind.' O'Connor 

relayed this to GKC, as his , ife 

intended. GKC was relieved and 

said yes, he wanted to be recei ed 

into the Catholic Faith immediate! 

as his wife had now removed his 

conscientious obstacle. O'Connor 

gave him a penny catechism, 

telling him to read it all and see if 

there was anything he could not 

accept. The priest wrote that 'it 

was a sight for men and angels all 

that Friday to see Chesterton 

wandering in and out of the house 

with his fingers in the leaves of the 

little book.' He was received into 

the Catholic Faith on the Saturday. 

After Mass and Communion on the 

Sunday he said: 'I have spent the 

happiest hour of m y  life.' He 

wrote a poem to express his feel

ings. It ends up: 

Feline 
Feelings 

A
cat may look at a king; -
yes; but can it see a king 

when it looks at him? The 
beasts of prey never seem to 
me to look, in our sense, at all. 
Their eyes are fascinated by 
the motion of anything, as a 
kitten's by a ball; - they fasten, 
as if drawn by an inevitable 
attraction, on their food. But 
when a cat caresses you, it 
never looks at you. Its heart 
seems to be in its back and 
paws, not its eyes. It will rub 
itself against you, or pat you 
with velvet tufts instead of 
talons; but you may talk to it 
an hour together, yet not 
rightly catch its eye. Ascend 
higher in the races of being -
to the fawn, the dog, the horse; 
you will find that, according to 
the dearness of sight, is indeed 
the kindness of sight, and that 
at last the noble eyes of 
humanity look through 
humanity, from heart into 
heart and with no mechanical 
vision. And the Light of the 
body is the eye - yes, and in 
happy life, the light of the 
heart also. 

-John Ruskin, The Eagle's Nest, 1872, VL 

106-110. 

'The sages have a hundred maps to 

give 

That trace their crawling cosmos like 

a tree, 

They rattle reason out through many 

a sieve 

That stores the sand and lets the 

gold go free; 

All these things are less than dust to 

me 

Because my name is Lazarus and I 

live.' 

Chesterton was filled with awe 

and wonder at the beauty of life, 
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nature, the Incarnation, the 

Eucharist. Pearce quotes the 

opening of one GKC poem: 

Give me miraculous eyes to see 

Those rolling mirror made alive in 
me 

Terrible crystals more incredible 

Than all the things they see. 

He expressed thariks to God 'for 

the birthday gift of birth'. He spoke 

of 'the sensational experience of 

sensation' and wrote that 'the chief 

idea of my life . . . is taking things 

with gratitude and not for granted.' 

Pearce notes his special love of 

Francis of Assisi. GKC quoted with 

deep approval Francis ' conscious

ness that we come from pure non 

existence and yet are offered every

thing in existence if we live in God. 

He added: 'In a wholly happy and 

enthusiastic sense Francis said: 

'Blessed is he who expecteth 

nothing, for he shall have every

thing.' GKC added: 'There is no 

way in which a man can earn a star 

or deserve a sunset.' His book on St 

Francis quickly became a best seller. 

He wrote a book on St Thomas 

Aquinas, the philosopher. For 

Chesterton, as for Thomas, doing 

philosophy is being on a romantic 

journey in search of truth. 

Chesterton could see developing 

what is now popular in many 

universities and goes under the 

name of Post-Modernism: truth and 

falsity, good and evil, beautiful and 

ugly are all subjective. It all 

depends on how I, the subject, view 

them. This of course has huge 

repercussions in morality: no one 

can say a couple living a faithful 

married life are morally better than 

an adulterous couple! 

Chesterton, with Thomas 

Aquinas, had a fierce belief that 

there are truths and values that are 

certain, that are fixed and liberating. 

An astronomer is liberated, he said 

by knowirlg the fixed truth that the 

earth revolves around the sun. We 

have minds that can firld truth if we 

use our will power to get our minds 

to work, to s.eek for what is true, 

what is good. GKC writes: 'The 

essence of the Thomistic common 

sense is that two agencies are at 

work: reality and the recognition of 
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Mediaeval Bishops 

on the Move 
A bishop did not start on a journey without a great train; and the 

�ishops, besides their Episcopal visitations, had, like the nobility, to 
travel to visit their lands and to live on them. On all these occasions they 
took with them their servants of different kinds and their followers, as the 
king did his court. The accounts of the expenses of Richard de Swinfield, 
Bishop of Hereford, gi e an idea of the lordly life led by well-to-do 
prelates. He was a bishop of some importance, and rich in proportion; 
many manors belonged to his bishopric; he could hold his rank as prelate 
and as lord, be ho pitable, charitable to the poor, and spend much on 
requests and suits at the court of Rome and elsewhere. He had constantly 
in his pay about forty persons of different ranks, the greater part of whom 
accompanied him in his numerous changes of residence. His squires 
(armigen) had from a mark (13s. 4d.) to a pound a year; his valleti, that is, 
the clerks of his chapel and others, his carters, porters, falconers, grooms, 
messengers, etc., had from a crown to eight shillings and eightpence. In the 
third catego came the kitchen servants, the baker, with two to four 
shillings a ear, in the fourth, that of the boys or pages who helped the 
other servan , and whose wages greatly varied, being from one to six 
shillings a ear. All the household was dressed alike, in striped cloth 
(pannus stragulaius), supplied by the bishop, besides the fixed salary. One of 
the most peculiar retainers of the bishop belonged to a now extinct race, 
and was his champion, Thomas de Bruges, who received an  annual 
payment to fight in the prelate's name in case any lawsuit should have to 
be terminated b a judicial duel. 

-J . .Jussaand, English Wayfaring Life in the Middle Ages, London, 1889 

reality . . . aritain has used an 
admirable metaphor, in his book on 
St Thomas, hen he says that the 
external fact fenili es the internal 
intelligence, the bee fertilises the 
flower . . . Upon that marriage ... the 
whole tern of St Thomas is 
founded; God made man so that he 
was capable of oming into contact 
with reality; and those whom God 
hathjoined, let no man put asunder.' 

Pearce quotes the losing part of 
Chesterton' autobiography. GKC 
finishe ith the last words of 
Mar Queen of Scots before she 
was beheaded b Elizabeth: 'My 
end  i m beoinning.' As 
Chestercon' mor t al life was 
drawing to ards the end he spoke 
mo r e  o f  Hea  en as the real 
purpose of our pilgrim lives. He 
would sometimes quote the last 
s tanzas of Thomas Aquinas' 
sequence for the Feast of Corpus 
Christi, the Lauda Sion. On one 
occasion, as he recited, in the orig
inal Latin 'Come, Good Shepherd 

.... make us thy co-heirs  and 
blessed comrades with the saints 
who dwell with thee ' - he thumped 
the arm of his chair with his fist ,  
and said:  'What  a summary of 
Heaven ... My friends, we shall see 
all good things in that land of the 
living!' 

Earlier, in his very popular 'The 
Rolling English Road' he had 
pictured the death of a believer. Part 
of the poem goes: 

' ...... (We will ) walk with clearer 
eyes and ears this path that 
wandereth 

And see undrugged in evening light 
the decent rim of death 

For there is good news yet to hear and 
fir1e things to be seen 

Before we go to Paradise by � 
way of Kensal Green.' � 

FATI£ER PAUL GLYNN, SM has spent 25 years as 

a missionary in Japan. Author of A Song for 

Nagasaki, and Healing Fire From Frozen Earth, 

Fathe r Glynn is stationed at Villa Maria, 

Hunters Hill, NSW. 
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Time for 

tides 

B
UT there is no end to the mystery

of the tides. Why is there a tide 

at Venice? It is not much of a thing, 

but it is there. And, for that matter, 

there is a tide in the Lake of geneva. 

Here,  again, the learned come 

barging in and tell us all about it. 

Closed basins (they say) like the 

Adriatic, even quite small ones, like 

the Lake of Geneva, have their little 

tides after the fashion of water 

swung in a basin. The explanation is 

given in some simile like this: 'If you 

shake a basin slightly, the water will 

begin to swing with a regular move

ment back and forth.' So it will. but 

who shakes the Lake of Geneva? Or 

who catches the Adriatic at either 

end, and gives it a regular balance up 

and down, exactly so often, every so 

many hours? 

All this questioning sounds like 

the Book of Job; but, note you, that I, 

for my part, am with Job, or God, or 

whoever it was who set the cate

chism, put the questions and was 

careful to avoid the answers, and for 

my part I will do the same, not only 

in the matter of the tides, but for the 

whole basketful of things on which 

the scientists have been pontificating 

with increasing uppishness for the 

past two hundred years, until at last 

they have led us to the morass 

wherin we are sinking. When they 

pontificate on tides it does no great 

harm, for the sailorman cares nothing 

for their theories, but goes by real 

knowledge. 

- Hilaire Belloc, The Cmise of the Nona, London 

1925. 
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�-------------Social Mores--------- ------. 

Contraception and Abortion in the West 

EVE'S HERBS: ALTERING THE COURSE OF HISTORY 

Abortion and contraception are major issues on the long list of moral dilemmas facing individ

uals and societies. In this article DR FRANCES HACKNEY looks at the history of contraception and 

abortion in the West, and the dramatic changes that have occurred in recent years. 

----...,...._- ESEARCH into the 
history of abortion 

. was given a boost by 
the infamous 
Supreme Court case 
of Roe v. Wade 

----"'ca.:.aL:.-__,,. (1971-72). 'Jane 
Roe' (Norma Mccorvey), a single 
woman in Texas, became pregnant 
early in 1970 . By chance, she told 
some lawyers of her desire for abor
tion, lamenting on the fact that such a 
procedure was illegal in Texas. The 
lawyers seized upon her as a test case, 
advising her to sue, claiming denial 
of constitutional rights. 

Justice Blackman declared, 'We 
feel it desirable briefly to survey ... 
the history of abortion .. .' There 
followed interminable arguments, as 
to whether or not abortion of a 
'quickened' foetus had ever been a 
felony, or even a lesser crime, at 
common law. 

The Hippocratic Oath was 
discarded, the Court deciding, on 
conjectural evidence, that it 'reflected 
the views of only a small community 
among the Ancients'. Justice 
Blackman declared that 'a foetus is 
not a person and is therefore not enti
tled to the processes due all living 
persons'. This decision altered the 
course of history in the USA. 

May I add a postscript; When 
Norma Mccorvey realised the enor
mity of what she had done, she 
suffered agonies of remorse. She 
became an ardent Christian 
campaigner for the rights of the 
unborn. 

'Eve's Herbs', written by John 
Riddle and published by Harvard 
University Press in 1997, attempts to 
trace the history of contraception and 
abortion in the West as impartially as 
possible. Prof. Riddle presents a thor
oughly researched documentation of 
methods available to ordinary people, 

from Antiquity to the Nineteenth 
century. His book is valuable for its 
insig ht into development, over 
millennia, of important medical, 
theological, legal and ethical princi
ples, held valid until threatened by 
the upsurge of twentieth century 
paganism. 

Contraception and abortion continue to 
be promoted by the hedonistic societies 

that have been spawned by 19th century 
liberals and their descendants. Books like 

the one discussed here are far from 
being non-partisan, repeating many of 
the liberal shibboleths, while they plot 
the development of attitudes that have 

hardened over the past 40 years. Ed.

In ancient times, philosophers, 
including Plato and Aristotle, indi
cated that people used some kinds of 
contraceptives and early term aborti
facients. Both philosophers recom
mended deliberate control of 
population in the perfect society. 

Analysis of population trends in 

Europe during the first 1600 years of 
the Christian era reveals that 
increases were followed by sharp 
declines too great to be explained by 
wars, famines, plagues, or climatic 
changes. Perhaps people restrained 
themselves when they did not wish 
to have children? This was unlikely 
in ancient Greece or Rome. Perhaps 
they resorted to perverse practices to 
avoid pregnancy; or employed other 
means. 

The official cultures of medieval 
Church and State stressed the virtue 
of constraint. This is still true of 
today's Catholic cultures. 

'The Secrets of Women' typifies the 
ignorance prevalent during the early 
fourteenth century. The male author 
explains why women menstruate; 
women being unable to assimilate 
food as efficiently as men, the prod
ucts of menstruation are nothing 
more than superfluous food! Another 
writer offers tlus gem: 'Let a woman 

Not irreconcilable 

0 BSERVE that America has not solved the problem of recon

ciling democracy with freedom, for it has not reconciled 

power with law, or will with duty, which is the moral aspect 

of the same thing. 
- Lord John D' Alberg Acton, 1834-1902, writing on 23/11/1849. 

·
··················································································································································································································· 
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eat a bee and she will never 
conceive'! 

Our modern concept, by which 
pregnan begins at conception or 
implantation, as unknown. During 
the I · ddle o , a woman was not 
thou lO be pregnant until she felt 
mo em_ent, or became out 

Dela ed or irregular menstruation 
bas various causes - disease, malnu
.ll:i:tion, stress, depression. A medieval 

OIJ1all caking a potion to correct this 
could be innocent of other intention, 

In Chapter 2, Riddle discusses in 
etail the extensive variety of 

common contraceptive-abortifacient 
plan listed in ancient writings -

omeoranate, pennyroyal, rue, 
Queen e 's lace, myrrh, juniper, 
et . The culinary herbs of 
'Scarborough Fair, parsley, sage, 
ro and thyme', are also contra
cepti e-abortifacient. (Reviewer's 
correction, parsle does not belong to 
the mint famil ). The refrain of the 
old ono as not as innocent as it 
seems. 

Some herb affect the body's 
produ ··on of pregnancy hormones. 
This • lains why the may be taken 
either to enmurage or hinder concep
tion (b · • mg the balance in one or 
the other direaion). 

Plin d ' AD) said of silphiurn 
(giant fennel), 'It is . orth more than 
its  weight in ilver.' common 
weed, it had become rare through 
over-harvesting. 

The Kahoun Pap (1850 BC) 
recomm.en a pessary of fermented 
dough and ocodile dung! The 
Egyptian God of Abortion, Seth, bore 
a crocodil bead. 

The Ebe Pap ms (between 
1550-1500 B recommends an abor
tifacient of 'unripe fruit of acacia' and 
'colocynth' both potentially toxic. 

Chapter 3 summarises ancient and 
medie al beliefs concerning sexual 
biolog and population control, 
Socrate , , ho e mother was a 
midwi e, ay (quoted by Plato): 
'The (mi · 1es) cause miscarriages 
. .. means of o and incantations .. .' 
Modem cieru alidates the drugs 
but dismiss 'incantations' as magic. 

Galen records the use of aJnulets. 
Dioscoride reports  that hawthorn 
root causes abortion 'if hit three times 
on the abdomen or anointed 
thereon'. Ointment might work, via 
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dermal absorption. The rest invokes 
magic. 

All ancient peoples seem to have 
believed that life began only at birth. 
No laws protected the unborn. 
Important philosophical concepts 
developed slowly. The Greeks inau
gurated the concept of the soul. Then 
philosophers debated whether the 
foetus had a soul, and at what point 
of development 'ensoulment' 
occurred. Aristotle alone averred that 
the foetus developed gradually, with 
no sudden changes. Modern 
Embryology has vindicated him. 

Somewhere between 300 BC and 
200 AD, the pagan attitude towards 
birth control began to change. Some 
Greek communities came to regard it 
as wrong. The soil was being 
prepared for the seed of Christian 
belief in the sanctity of the unborn. In 
his Epistle to the Galatians (5:20) St. 
Paul lists 'pharmakeia' among sins of 
the flesh. This is the same word as is 
used by Socrates for birth control 
drugs. Those employing pharmakeia 
are denounced also in the Apocalypse 
and other ancient texts. Among early 
Christians opposed to abortion and 
contraception, Athenagorus asserted 
unambiguously that abortions were 
homicide. 

Nevertheless, the debate continues 
to the present day, especially since 
the upsurge of modem paganism. 

The Middle Ages were apparently 
periods of active birth control. 
Concurrently, there developed the 
Catholic Church's increasingly strong 
prohibition. The challenge was clear 
by the 13th Century. Thomas 
Aquinas expressed the Church's 
stance: Anything that violated the 
natural procreative purpose of sexual 
intercourse was wrong. This remains 
the official philosophy of the Catholic 
Church to this day. The development 
of the Church's stance from the 12th 
to the 16th Century is summarised on 
pp. 92-94. 

There follows a carefully  
researched account o f  deliberations 
on Common Law throughout the 
san1e period. Decisions were 
governed by considerations as to 
whether the foetus was 'formed' or 
'unformed', 'quickened' or not. It was 
considered a 'felony' in English Law 
to kill a quickened foetus. 

No discussion of foetal life is found 

Thank the Curies 
A LTHOUGH the Curies [Marie ! 

.fland Pierre] could not antici- i 
pate the importance of their discov- i 
eries, their work on radioactivity ! 
led both inward to the secrets of ! 
the atom, and outward to the ! 
depths o f  pace and time. i 
Radioacti i pointed the way ! 
toward understanding the energy i 
source of the tar , provided a ! 
natural dock that hov ed the earth i 
was a hundred time older than : 
the best nineteenth-century esti- i 
mates sug0e red, and helped i 
cosmologists understand the parti- ! 
des and force 0o erning the i 
evolution of the uni erse at large. 

�···············••·••·····------- ....................... . 

in ancient I lamic texts. A small 
minority of uslims prohibited abor
tion, because of possible ensoulment. 

Among Islamic writers, Avicenna 
(980-1037 AD) as supreme. He 
wrote that ph, icians might advise 
contraception or abortion when 
necessary to protect a woman's life. 
He advocated strategies such as: Use 
of 'safe period ' in the menstrual 
cycle; or, 'the woman could jump 
backwards· to 9 times, forcefully, so 
that sperm ma, come out! or sneeze!' 
A vicenna lists numerous contracep
tive herbs. His , orks were available 
to students in medieval universities. 

More important was herbal infor
mation tran mitred orally among 
women. 

An apothecaries' 'handbook' from 
the 12th Century (attrib. Nicholas 
Salemo) widely circulated, lists many 
abortifacients. Apothecary shops 
throughout Europe stocked an 'anti
dotum' for 'passions of the womb'. Its 
31 ingredients included practically 
every know abortifacient. 

Medieval religious doctrine and 
Canon Law increasingly denounced 
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abortion. Medieval writers still 
supplied information, but in increas
ingly circumspect form. If a woman 
declared her foetus dead, her word 
was accepted. An expellent medicine 
could be given. 

The association of midwives with 
magic was attested by Plato. By the 
14th Century, they were classed with 
witches. Many were brought before 
the Inquisition. 

A 15th Century source asserted 
that witches could: cause impotence 
in men; prevent women from 
conceiving; cause miscarriage; devour 
or offer a child to the devil. Long 
revered as 'wise women', midwives 
shared some of these powers, and 
were persecuted. In New York City, 
in 1907, an investigator found that 
many still believed that 'midwife' 
was synonymous with 'abortionist'. 

The use of herbal products is very 
complex. Some plants are potentially 
fatal. 

In 1484, Pope Innocent VIIl issued 
a bill against witchcraft, particularly 
when used to ensure sterility in man 
or woman, or 'to kill the offspring of 
women .. .' Tolerance in Europe was 
gradually waning. In 1507, Charles 
V, Emperor of the Holy Roman 
Empire, decreed that those guilty of 
causing sterility or abortion were 
punishable by death. In the 16th 
Century, execution of witches by 
burning or hanging was believed to 
b e  in accordance with God's  
commands (Exodus 22:17). 

The writers of the herbals of the 
15 th and 15th Centuries were 
generous with information. One 
author (1499) recommends several 
abortifacients euphemistically as 
'wonderful for the womb'. In another 
herbal (Brunfels, 1554 edn.) they are 
listed as 'comforts for the womb'. The 
'pharmacopoeia' of the 16-17 
Centuries provided many abortifa
cient mixtures, not always explicitly. 

German writers Rosslin and Ryff 
(early 16th Century) pioneered 
revival of ancient gynaecological 
writings. Italian Mercurio and 
Spanish Mercado straddled the 16th
l 7th Centuries. Englishman 
Prirnerose wrote in the first half of the 
1 7th Century. Most proposed that 
abortion was allowable if the 
woman's life was threatened. 

In 1588, Pope Sixtus V strength-

• 



ened the theological stance with a bill 
urging 'the most severe punishments' 
on those (including the recipient) 
who used poisons to destroy the 
unborn at any stage, or to induce 
sterility in women. The next Pope 
modified this edict, but in 1679 Pope 
Innocent IX reaffirmed the edict of 
Pope Sixtus V. 

In 1651, William Harvey asserted 
that 'all living things come from an 
egg.' Observing the development of 
chick embryos, he concluded that 
embryo and foetus develop gradu
ally, not by sudden steps. The impor
tance of the woman's 'seed' (egg) was 
recognised. 

Acquisition of scientific knowledge 
came slowly. The Scientific 
Revolution, which began in the 16th 
Century, was not regarded as reason 
to change the Church's position on 
birth control. Catholic theologian Paul 
Laymann re-iterated the prohibition, 
even if the woman's life were endan
gered. If such permission were to be 
given, it would be 'wonderfully 
abused'. How true Laymann's predic
tion has proved, 400 years later! 

Riddle considers that, due to 
repression of witches and midwives, 
much traditional knowledge was 
lost. 

In the 17th Century, 'making 
themselves regular' (promoting 
menstruation) was the catch phrase 
for women practising contraception 
or abortion with herbals. 

Culpepper (mid 17th Century) 
explicitly called the giving of 'a 
menstrual stimulator to a pregnant 
woman' murder. De Tournefort (d. 
1708) stresses that certain herbs must 
not be given to pregnant women. 

Writers of the 18th Century 
presented abundant information in 
disguise. Abortifacients were to 
'stimulate menstruation' (pp 193-96). 
Folk songs contained information 
disguised as poetry. 

New medicinal plants became 
available with the discovery of the 
New World. 

Not all drugs came from physicians 
or apothecaries. Midwives, barbers 
and ordinary women planted them in 
country gardens. City dwellers raided 
public gardens. Much traditional lore 
had faded by the beginning of the 
modern period. Great changes were 
ahead! 

Thank Mr Smith 

S
YDNEY Smith, though far
from friendly to the Catholic 

faith, hated political and religious 
persecution, and wrote such a 
scathing indictment of the average 
Protestant attitude to the question 
of Catholic emancipation that, 
after the circulation of his 
pamphlet, the way was paved for 
the removal of all the disabilities 
under which the Catholics had 
laboured for generations. Far more 
than to any other cause, the 
Catholics in Great Britain and 
Ireland could attibute the general 
feeling in favour of their emanci
pation, when at last it was mani
fested, to the common sense, wit 
and ridicule of Sydney Smith. 

- Sydney Smith, [1771-1845], wit, co
founder of the Edinburgh Review and A11glica11 
Clergyman, described in The Smith of Smiths, 

by Hesketh Pearson, 1934. 

:. ............................................................................................... : 

In 18 03, Lord Ellenborough's 
crime bill criminalised abortion by 
chemical means in the English
speaking world. This was modified 
from murder to 'felony', punishable 
by imprisonment or transportation, in 
1837. In 181 0, Napoleon's code 
strengthened the position against 
abortion. Connecticut was the first 
American state to get a statutory law 
against abortion (1821)., The official 
London P harmacopoeia still 
cautiously listed certain herbs 
'menstrual regulators'. 

The 19th Century saw a change in 
attitudes. Sexual habits altered. The 
role of the Church, development of 
Embryology, the awareness of the 
relationship between population size 
and political and economic power, 
probably all contributed. 

During the 19th Century, physi
cians could diagnose pregnancy by 
intimate examination. A woman 
seeking a menstrual regulator could 
be examined to make sure that there 
was no pregnancy involved. By mid-
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century, four-month foetal heartbeats 
could be detected by stethoscope. 

Concurrently with these develop
ments the new science of 
Emb ology, made possible by 
micro. np , re ealed that the distinc
tion between 'formed' and 'unformed' 
was untenable. The de elopment of 
embryo, then foetus, from fertilised 
egg was shown to proceed without 
landmark points. The humani of the 
foetus became more obvious. 'There 
are no circumstances that 
justify ... abortion', declared one physi
cian in 1870. The Commandment, 
'Thou shalt not kill' was quoted. 

In 1851, Pius IX declared 'an auto
matic excommunication (on one) 
procuring a successful abortion'. The 
idea of ensoulment at 'quickening' 
was abandoned. There was an 
implicit realisation within the 
Church that life began at conception. 
By the mid 19th Century, abortion 
was a crime in England, France, 
USA, and many other countries. 

The Church's stance against abor
tion and, later, contraception, 'was 
not without long historical develop
ment'. All other branches of knowl
edge have developed with similar 
slowness. 

Physicians became alarmed at the 
drugs and other measures beirtg used 
by women without understanding 
the dangers. Rutin was, and still is, 
used to improve blood-vascular func
tion. It is also abortifacient. 
Inefficient circulation is common irt 
pregnancy. Fenugreek is used for 
stomach disorders. Juniper is a 
natural diuretic. Foxglove is a heart 
stimulant. All are abortifacients. 

Many 'female medicines' eagerly 
sought in the 19th Century (some to 
the present day) contain contracep
tive/abortifacient herbs presented as 
'tonics'. 

Riddle's book concludes, 
'Whatever we decide on the morality 
of contraception and abortion ... 
women in the past made deliberate 
decisions ... Those decisions ... left 
their mark on human history.' 

The same must be said of 
�other forms of murder. (see · · 

Genesis 4:8). 

DR FRANCES liACIG\TEY is a distinguished scientist, artist 

and poet. For many years she lectured in BOLany and 

Biology at the University of Sydney and New South 

Wales. She is a regular contributor to Annals. 
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WANXIAN DIOCESAN APPEAL 

TO REBUILD CATHOLIC CHURCHES 

SUBMERGED BY THE THREE GORGES DAM 

T
HE YANGTSE RIVER cleaves its way through the centre of Chlna from 
the highlands of Central Asia down to the Pacific Ocean. Half-way down 
the river tower the Three Gorges, the gate between Sichuan province and 

the outside world. For thousands of years the Yangtse, which brought material 
and cultural benefits to the regions it touched, brought in its wake calamitous 
floods and great loss of life and property. 

To prevent the disastrous floods, the world's largest dam is in the process of 
being built covering a surface area of 1,000 square kms. The dam will stretch 600 
kms in length, from above Yichang to a point below Chonqing. Recent TV 
coverage in Australia has focussed attention on the project. Six Catholic churches 
are to be submerged - those of Wanxian, Wuling, Kaixian, Yunyang, Fengjie and 
Wushan - and many thousands of Catholics are to be relocated far from their 
traditional religious centres. In addition to churches, there is urgent need for 
clinics, hostels, kindergartens and convents around the church compounds. 

Compensation is to be made - based on 1992 valuation and far from sufficient 
to cover the cost of purchasing land and erecting new churches and ancilliary 
buildings. In most of the new towns the Catholic Church will need more land 
than before if it is to continue to carry out its vital work of evangelisation. 

Through the generosity of individuals and agencies in Hong Kong and 
abroad, nearly HK$9 million has already been raised - sufficient to cover the 
cost of the land and some preliminary site formation. More than ID($ l 5 million 
is needed to cover the cost of construction. 

Donations no matter how big or small are much needed and will be greatly 
appreciated. God will undoubtedly reward with the promised hundred-fold 
those who devote what they can spare to this work so important for the survival 
of the Catholic Faith along the banks of the Yangtse River in central Chlna. 

Please send your donation, specifying that it is for the Wanxian Appeal, to 
Annals Australia, P.O. Box 13, Kensington NSW 2033. 
Phone (02) 9662-7894/9662-7188, Fax (02) 9662-1910. 

Or, send your donation direct to 
The Rev. Father Procurator, PIME House, 
843 Clear Water Bay Road, New Territories, Hong Kong. 
Faxes: (852) 2335-9133; 2719-5384. 

All donations sent to Kensington will be acknowledged in Annals, as will 
donations sent direct to Hong Kong provided we are notified by the donors. 
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�-- - - ------ -catholic culture--------- --� 

Cathedrals as reflections of a Societys Values

TESTIMONY TO THE OLD FAITH 

Until 1517 all the Cathedrals in Europe were Catholic, with Mas Litur ies that would have been 

as familiar to those who erected them centuries before, as to those who or hipped in them. 

JOHN PRATT visited one such German Gothic Cathedral in Dinkelsbiihl, Em aria. 

N Europe, cathedrals and 
churches are among the 
most visited and cherished 
of all the past works of 
Western man. More people 
now file through 
Canterbury Cathedral in a 

year than were alive in all the land in 
the fourteenth century when the 
Cathedral was built. What is this 
attraction? In today's world, few 
know anything of the rituals and 
beliefs that affected every act and 
waking moment of an individual's 
life in medieval times. Yet, these early 
buildings are so deeply immersed in 
the sacred that they generate a 
response in every observer, even in 
the disinterested. 

Early Christian churches followed 
the building examples of the Roman 
Empire, employing the format of its 
basilica, a court of justice or meeting 
hall. This building has nave, aisles, 
and an apse at one end. We describe 
these as Romanesque, with their 
solid walls of stone and low-pitched 
roof. Then, early in the second 
millennium, in a clearly defined 
region of north-eastern France, a new 
style originated, today called Gothic. 

This development spread widely, 
marking the beginning of one of the 
most fundamental changes in the 
history of European art. Many 
consider the Cathedral of Our Lady of 
Chartres, an hour's train journey 
southwest of Paris, the jewel of the 
Gothic style in France. 

This change in style spread 
through France and later to Germany. 
Here, the Gothic developed its own 
characteristics, one variant being the 
'hall' church, where the ceilings of 
nave and aisles were the same height, 
endowing the interior with an extra
ordinary feel of spaciousness. Because 
the nave had neither walls nor 

windows, light entered through the 
windows in the walls of the aisles. 
Some of these windows extended 
almost to the ceiling. Initially this 
development occurred on small 
village churches, but larger ones 
followed. In the records of German 
Gothic architecture, many large 
churches - minsters - were built not 
as cathedrals of a see but by cities as a 
matter of civic pride. To some extent, 
this occurred because the fragmented 

A Farcical 

Chicken? 
A 'farce' i s  defined as 'meat 

r\..chopped fine, spiced and 
highly seasoned , chiefly used for 
s tuffing or as a garnish .' This 

ould seem to apply to a ham or 
giblet stuffing ,  but not to one 
made with herbs. Holmes in 1688 
m aintained that 'forcemeat is a 
Meat with a sruffing of Herb s or 
other things made lO that pUipOSe,' 
thus apparent! includin the 
whole dish, ruffing and all. 
Usually, hm ever, we lhink of it 
not as a dish of meat that has been 
farced , nor as meat for forcing inro, 
s ay, a chicken, but rather as the 
stuffing or farce itself. 'or need it 
be made with meat, for meat meant 
merely some kind of food. 

The general sense of farce, then, 
is to put something in that was not 
there before, to pad out, to interpo
late, to interlard - another kitchen 
metaphor. 'Other prodigious mira
cles he farseth into his s torie,' says 
Pu:tchas in 1613; that is, he drags 
them in where they have no right 
to be, to colour or 'spice' his tale. 

- Unatmber and Pantaloon, Gillian 

Edwards, London, 1968. : : 
t ............................................................................................... ! 
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Germany that existed in the Middle 
Ages is not the Germany we know 
today. Nor did German Gothic foIJow 
the French example with monu
mental portals such as exist at 
Chartres, but confined much of its 
sculpture and decoration within the 
structures interior. 

Acknowledged as the most beau
tiful example of a South German 
'hall' church is St George Minster at 
the walled city of Dinkelsbiihl, 
Bavaria. Nikolaus Eseler the Elder 
designed and built the Minster 
between 1448 and 1520; it was 
finished later by his son of the same 
name. Located on the River Wornitz 
on a route frequented by traders, 
pilgrims and wayfarers, the city 
traces its history back well before 
the 8th century. By the 10th 
century, it was at the intersection of 
two major trade routes, Baltic
Central Germany-Italy, and 
Worms-Prague-Krakow. The first 
church on the site was built in 1170 
and part of its present tower added 
in 1230. A bigger Gothic church 
replaced this in 1370 and a larger 
replacement - the present church -

as consecrared in 1488. The beau
tifull dressed grey sandstone of its 
well-buttressed walls pays tribute 
ro the ·us of those masons. The 
slender to er, off centre in the west 
front, appears perhaps out of scale 

·m the nave's massive roof.
The Romanesque portal in the

tower's front, now the main entrance, 
i particularly impressive, while 
inside, the s lender pillars rise 
vvithout capitals to divide at the ribs 
of the barrel vaulting of the aisles. 
These ribs ·meet at colourful 
ke stones that portray representa
tions of saint and heraldic devices. 
The windows of the clear glazing 
extend sixteen metres almost to the 

s 
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vaulting, flooding the nave with light 
and illuminating the astonishingly 
colourful panels whose anns seem to 
embrace each of the major altars, that 
of St Sebastian, that of the Holy 
Trinity, and the Ciborium (or 
Baldachin) Altar in the ambulatory 
behind the High Altar. 

Throughout, the superb craftsman
ship is evident, in the stonework, the 
doors, the carved pews, the brass and 
iron works, even in the basic fittings 
such as hinges, handles and locks. 
Every detail seems correct and appro
priate. Visitors perceive the seeming 
perfection of the balance between the 
interior space and its dimensions, a 
fleeting impression that God would 
be pleased with this church! On the 
interior west wall is the following 
inscription (in Latin) in the smooth 
stone: 

In the year 1499 after the Feast of St 

Matthew, the last stone was laid. 

In Germany, after Luther

published his Theses in 1517, 
Protestantism spread through that 
then much disturbed society. By 
15 34, a majority of Dinkelsbiihl' s citi
zens had embraced protestantism and 
taken over the Minster, but in 1546 it 
was restored to the Church. Later, 
during the Th irty Years' War, its 
confession changed continuously 
according to that of the occupying 

'The real enthusiasm or even fanaticism, 

is to be found in the rank and file.' 

- G.K. Chesterton, The New Jerusalem, p.115 

armies. Finally, in 1649, under the 
'Concordance of Equality', it reverted 
to Catholic ownership where it 
remains today. 

At the August, 2000 celebrations 
on the completion of the spires of St 
Mary's Cathedral in S ydney, 
Cardinal Clancy said of the 
Cathedral 'it proclaims to all the 
world that God exists, that He has a 
stake in the lives of all of us, and 
that our ultimate destiny lies beyond 
the confines of the material and the 
temporal.' How well that sums up 
the response to these great 

� and sacred buildings generate •· 
in all of us! 

JOHN PRATT is a retired RAAF Group 

Captain who has run a book shop and has 

an abiding love for mediaeval history. He 

lives in Kings Point, South Australia. 
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�------- ----Catholic Culture--------------, 

A sharp wit that rarely wounds 

OUR CHESTERTON 

N 1961 a young writer 
named Garry Wills 
published his first book, an 
excellent study of the works 
of G.K. Chesterton. It was 
soon out of print and hard 
to find. I luckily came across 

it in a used book store. Now, I am 
happy to say, it has finally been reis
sued in paperback (Doubleday/ 
Image). 

Chesterton (1874-1936) was a 
popular English writer of that versa
tile, unclassifiable sort who are called 
'men of letters.' He wrote essays, 
novels, poems, detective stories, 
literary criticism, political tracts, and 
religious apologetics. It has been said 
of h im that he never wrote his  
masterpiece, because no genre could 
give full expression to his wild 
genius. 

I'd prefer to say that his genius 
could take many forms. No matter 
what genre he used, he touched - and 
still touches - the reader with a rare 
immediacy. You feel his personality 
at once. You not only trust him; you 
feel  that he trusts you. He is the 
humblest, the most human, the most 
genial of geniuses. 

Chesterton's literary criticism is 
superb because he approaches every 
author with lively sympathy, looking 
for the secret of his appeal. When you 
read him on Chaucer, Shakespeare, 
Blake, Dickens, Browning, 
Stevenson, or Shaw, you feel that 
each author has found in Chesterton 
his most appreciative reader ever. 

Even his sharp wit rarely wounds. 
After visiting this country, he noted 
its shortcomings in kindly epigram: 
'The real American is all right. It is 
the ideal American who is all wrong.' 
These are words we should take to 
heart, especially when we are 
tempted to national self-righteous
ness. 

Chesterton was prophetic about 
the evils of the twentieth century: 
'The old tyrants invoked the past. The 

By JOSEPH SOBRAN 

new tyrants will invoke the future.' 
Again: 'Most men now are not so 
much rushing to extremes as slicling 
to extremes; and even reaching the 
most violent extremes by being 
almost entirely passive.' 

He also perceived a special danger 
of  our own time, 'anarchy from
above': 'A government may grow
anarchic as much as a people.' People
cling to government because they
want law and order; they fail to see
the peril of a lawless governrnent that
produces social disorder.

Then there are his miscellaneous 
insights. 'The morality of a great 
writer is not the morality he teaches, 
but the morality he takes for granted.' 
'There is more simplicity in a man 
who eats caviar on impulse than in a 
man who eats grape-nuts on prin-

Need for 

tradition 
A N expanding civilisation 

�John Caldwell Calhoun], 
thought, not thus based upon 
tradition, certainly perished. Yet 
his objection to industrialism was 
a hard and statistical devotion to 
freedom, not a romantic worship 
of imaginary 'good old times.' 
Machinery was good so long as 
men could use it, only bad when it 
began to use men. 

- Christopher Hollis, The American 
Heresy. J.C. Calhoun was an American 

statesman from the south who 
supported the slave-owning states. 
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ciple.' 'The madman is nm the man 
ho bas lost his reason. The madman 

is the man who has lost everythlng 
except his reason.' 

One of m own favorite 
Chestenon books is What's Wrong

z � 'orld (available, like most of 
bis from Ignatius Press, San 
Francism). 

There he insi ts on the need for 
da:riiy of principle: 'It is not merely 
true that a creed unites men. Nay, a 
difference of creed unites men - so 

it i a lear difference. A 
rmices .... It is exactly the 

·th policies. Our political
vaguen divid men, it does not 
fuse them. 1 en will walk along the 
edge of a chasm in dear weather, but 
the will miles away from it in a 
fog. So a Gm alk up to the very 
edge of Socialism, if he knows what is

Socialist . Bm if he is told that 
Sod · aspi:rit,. a sublime atmos
phere, a noble. indefinabl tendency, 
wh , then he eeps out of its way; 
and quiteright too. One can meet an 
assertion with argument; but healthy 
bigotry · the only ay in which one 
can meet a tend

He imilad ob erves that 'men 
usuall, quarrel because they do not 
kno, ho to anrue.' And Chesterton 
loved nothino more than a good 
argmn because he saw it as a way 
of reaching not on! truth but friend
ship. This · wh his tone is always 
chivalrous, even when he says of an 
opponent that ' . Blatchford is not 
only an earl Christian; he is the only 
earl Christi.an who ought really to 
have been eaten by lions.' Mr. 
Blatchford must have laughed at that 
as heartil as anyone else. 

Toda Chesterton is not among the 
best known of authors. But 

� among those who do know 
him, he is one of the best loved. 

JOSEPH SOBRA<'I writes for The New American, 

Chronicles and edits  Sobran's Monthly. 

Reprinted with permission. 
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MEDIA MATTERS 

By James Murray 

Outing Spinners 

Good to hear two useful light-heavyweights, the 

news and current affairs director of the ABC, Max 

Uechtritz, and the editor of The Australian, Michael 

Stutchbury, inveighing at a Melbourne Press Club 

conference against the malign influence of spinrneis

ters on news coverage. It would have been even better 

to hear them state emphatically that they would not 

rehire journalists who, as an enriching, career move, 

cross the line into spinrneistering. 

But that might lead to chronic staff depletion at the 

ABC and thin the ranks of News Llmited executives. 

Or challenge media organisations to live by the 

competitive, free-market rules they preach, that is, to 

offer talented and experienced journalists the kind of 

payments available in PR, particularly government PR 

which all too often involves tax-payers in funding 

their own deception. 

Fels Heir 

The nomination of Graeme Samuels as deputy (and 

heir presumptive) to Australian Competition and 

Consumer Commission boss AJlan Fels has been 

hailed as a win for big business. 

The ubiquity and omnicompetence of Samuels 

make him sound like a hyperactive version of Figaro 

in The Barber of Seville, not least because his CV 

includes the Australian Opera chairmanship as well 

as the National Competition Council presidency, an 

Australian Football League commissionership and a 

not impecunious past as a Macquarie Bank suit with 

capacious pockets. 

But business world rejoicing at his appointment 

may be premature. There are any number of prece

dents for the realities and knowledge of office 

changing theoretical attitudes. And poachers do make 

the best gamekeepers. Certainly, Fels has set an 

admirable example in handling a tough job, the 

certainty being in direct proportion to the pettish 

squeals of big business and its proponents, some of 

them, oddly, journalists whose brief is supposed to 

include disclosure of business malfeasance. 

Nazi Past 

Revelations that one of the world's most extensive 

media groups, Bertelsmann, fudged where it did not 

lie about the extent of its co-operation with the Nazi 

regime caused a high degree of angst in the literary 

world. 

Bertelsmann, established 1835, began as a 

publisher of prayer books. Its boss Heinrich Mohn, a 

conservative Protestant, shifted the company's 

emphasis to Nazi propaganda when Hitler came to 

power in 1933. Its pfennig dreadfuls for frontline 

soldiers included Bombers and Machine Guns over Pol.and 

and Dr Martin Luther's Little Cate chism for the Man in 

Brown. Of 12,000 wartime titles the company 

published, 50 were deemed 'massively anti-Jewish'. 

But how much of the angst will be translated into 

action through the resignations of authors, editors, 

marketing experts and general executives? 

Bertelsmann controls such publishing houses as 

Doubleday, Knopf, Ballantine and Random House, all 

of which have Australasian outlets or outposts. Its 

authors include the likes of Danielle Steele, John 

Grisham and Robert Harris, author of Fatherland 

(about a Britain conquered by the Nazis). In Australia, 

the most notable of Random House authors was Bob 

Ellis who may well rejoice that his link with the 

company was severed after the libel action brought by 

those beneficent Liberal Party luminaries Tony Abbott 

and Peter Costello. 

Nelsonian Touch 

Education Minister Brendan Nelson is still trying to 

chart his university reform course. As part of it, he 

should do one simple thing: make student loans 

interest free. In a slow, graduate job market, interest 

payments on general, education loans can be a self

perpetuating burden, depressing and destructive of 

initiative, particularly when athletes and actors who 

graduate from their specialist academies do so without 

having to face the strain of repayment of fees plus 

usury. 

Duff Gen 

Michael Duffy is the bravest, if not the best, inde

pendent publisher in Australia through his and his 

wife's company, Duffy and Snellgrove, which 

produces quality books, big and small. But in 

describing as Irish-Catholics Waverly College 

students who went on a boozy rampage in Bondi to 

celebrate school's (and wits) end, Duffy showed less 

than his usual quantum of balanced, fresh thinking. 

This despite his defence that his Daily.Telegraph, 

Sydney column was designed to highlight by irony 

the dangers of generalisations about ethnic groups 

such as Lebanese Muslims (after the imprisonment of 

some of the perpetrators of a series of gang rapes in 

Sydney). 

Two or your correspondent's sons attended -.:.11•---
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Waverly College in the 1970s-1980s. Even then the 

roll-call included Welsh, Scottish, Italian, Dutch, 

German, Polish, Chinese, Papuan, Greek, Hungarian, 

yes and Lebanese names. In making play with the 

Irish-Catholic label, Duffy did not destroy stereo

typing, he maintained it. More, some may take from 

his irony at least the implication of a moral equiva

lence between a boozy rampage and gang rape. 

Digging Anzac 

News of further delay in the completion of the 

Anzac Memorial in London triggers the memory that 

the home of the Gallipoli commander in chief, 

General Sir Ian Hamilton, was situated within a 

cooee of the memorial site at Hyde Park Comer. 

History has dealt shabbily with Hamilton. But pace 

that scintillating wordsmith RJ Stove, who called 

Hamilton a 'lethal bungler' in the previous issue of 

Annals, your correspondent prefers to think Hamilton 

did what many private soldiers have done: carried the 

can for the inadequacies of others. These included the 

British commander in Egypt, General Maxwell, who 

withheld from Hamilton the Kitchener cable ordering 

him to make available as many reinforcements as he 

could spare. Maxwell, incidentally, went on to 

become Ireland's military governor and ordered the 

execution of the 1916 Easter Rising leaders, an order 

which transformed that event from a sideshow into 

the epic that re-made a nation. 

The proximity of the Anzac Memorial to 

Hamilton's old home has a certain poetry For when 

panic and retreat were in the air, Hamilton's order to 

'dig, dig, dig' began the creation of the Anzac legend. 

Trouncing Trounson 

The Bill covering embryo stem cell research is at 

this writing before the Senate in Canberra. It may still 

be worth recalling the relatively light criticism given 

to Professor Alan Trounson and his video which he 

told everyone and the Prime Minister showed a lab 

rat cured of spinal injury through use of embryo stem 

cell material. 

His claim proved to be of the kind associated with 

snake-oil salesmen rather than Nobel laureates. 

Interesting to speculate how different the degree of 

criticism would have been had a similarly tendentious 

video, purporting to show failure of embryo stem cell 

material, been provided from a Catholic source. 

But news being the business of news media, objec

tivity fails in face of the geewhiz factor with which 

the Trounsons of science make play. The truth is that 

the Catholic view on embryo stem cell material 

matches in prudence that of serious scientists, espe

cially in respect of the inflated claims being made for 

the curative powers of such material. 

The Coalition's negative reaction to Trounson's 

shameless touting of the video was inevitable. Giving 

millions of tax-payer dollars in subsidies to scientists 

engaged in pure research is one thing. Giving them to 

scientists linked to the profitable patenting and 

commercialisation of research results is another. 

Papal Red Book 

A throw-away line from The Guardian about the 

Catholic Church's best kept secret being its social 

policy caught your correspondent's eye. Obviously 

that social policy is contained in the series of papal 

encyclicals beginning with Rerum Navarum. But your 

correspondent cannot think of a popular, English 

language digest of all Catholic social policy as 

outlined in the encyclicals. Is this mere ignorance on 

his part? But if there is no such digest, shouldn't there 

be? A cardinal-red cover might summon memories of 

the hugely popular Mao Zedong's Little Red Book, 

cause it to be studied, proclaimed as truly radical and 

put it into practice. 

[The Social Agenda, published by the Pontifical Council for 

Justice and Peace is a Collection of selected Magisterial Texts 

dealing with aJJ aspects of Catholic Social Teaching. It has an 

Introduction by the late Archbishop Frands-Xavier Nguyen 

Van Thuan and is available from the Libreria Editrice 

Vaticana, 00120 Citta del Vaticano. Ed. Annals] 

Bali Blasts 

As this colurrm was being written came the news 

of the terrorist blasts in Bali. The ABC coverage was 

quick and intense. But newsreader Juanita Phillips 

did not add to her reputation for sagacity by asking a 

terrorism expert whether the Australian Government 

could have done anything to prevent the blast. Eh? 

The nature of terrorism is that it is unpredictable, 

especially on foreign beaches. 

Nor was the coverage helped by implications that 

the Indonesian Government was somehow derelict in 

not being able to supply immediate answers as to the 

perpetrators. And must supply them, like, for the next 

bulletin. This is no way to win friends and influence 

allies. Nor is it fair to the Balinese, a people generally 

renowned for their beauty, arniabiity and hospitality. 

More than a year after the terrorist episodes of 

September 11 in New York and Washington, the US 

Government, for all its intelligence and surveillance 

resources, has yet to come up with a complete and 

clear record fo what happened. 

Hopefully coverage of the Bali outrages will not 

entail commentators continuing to discuss the histor

ical provenance of Islamic extremism and jihadism as 

if these were triggered by the Crusades (which were 

reactive, and covered a period of two centuries in 

some 14 centuries of Islamic expansionism, not 

always peaceful or reliant simply on the wisdom of 

the Koran). 

© Austral-Media Pty Ltd 2002 
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.------------Contemporary Morality---------___, 

Addiction: a special aspect of a bigger disorder 

THE PATHOLOGY OF GAMBLING 

This is the second of two articles by Melbourne Psychologist RONALD CONWAY who looks at 

various aspects of compulsive or addictive gambling and points sufferers towards practical ways 

of coping and eventually of conquering the addiction. 

AST month I pointed 
to addictions of various 
kinds as forms of 
minor compulsion. A 

li:.:li�--, rational recognition
that what one is doing 

can lead only to unhappiness is over
whelmed by the blind urge to do it 
anyway. Undoubtedly there develop 
pathways in the brain and central 
nervous system which become repeti
tive ruts dug ever deeper through 
practise and leading to twisted short -
term pleasure or relief. 

In the case of the compulsive or 
addictive gambler the cycle is re
informed by excitement and hope -
often against any counsel of common
sense. 

There are two aspects involved -
the low-key excitement of the process 
of 'taking a chance' and the higher
key hope of winning a prize which 
will make one richer or more 
contented. Sometimes, the business 
of playing is itself enough to keep the 
process going. 

Games of chance exist in  about 
every country. In some societies such 
as South-east Asia or China, 
gambling exists with particular inten
sity. 

Gambling on race-horses and other 
sports has been especially popular in 
some once deprived Western societies 
like Ireland, where the hopes of the 
poor lay perenially in luck on a bet. 
Probably the Irish element in 
Australian history has done much to 
strengthen the common habit of 
gambling in one-time 'frontier' soci
eties. 

The joke has it that Australians 
will gamble on the progress of two 
flies crawling up a wall. During hard 
times in early pioneer communities, 
gambling and alcoholic consumption 
usually went together. Very often 
heavy drinking aided reckless betting 

and weakened resistance to the 
development of addiction. Among 
losers, food and drink could often 
give physical consolation. 

It is only over the past 200 years 
that huge casinos have developed, 
catering for all games of chance 
together with luxurious surroundings 
providing food, drink and even 
overnight accommodation. The temp
tation to gamble in such palaces of 
risk-taking has greatl increased. 

Music, flashing lights and the 
intoxicating atmosphere provided by 
hundreds of other gamblers tend to 
enhance the urge among vulnerable 
players to risk far more money than 

they can afford. The notion of 
'winning it back' somehow takes 
over and more and more money is 
lost. At the point of actually being 
'hooked', the means used by the 
gambler (to recoup losses) gradually 
takes over as a fevered state of mind 
in itself. 

The debate over poker machines 
provides a special case, since the 
serial monotony of button pressing is 
found to produce a state of reduced 
consciousness among some addicts. 
Time quickly passes by and 
hundreds of dollars in  small 
banknotes and silver passes with it. 
The environment of this type of 

....J',$.-,•-�--==-�1o.1a,,,,,111:;,.;;;;;i,, __ 

Priorities All Wrong 

W
HEN Reading University was opened, in the 1890s, 

university life was not entirely new to the town. In 1213 

the whole University of Oxford went there, after a particu

larly heated dispute between Town and Gown. 'Both masters and 

students, to the number of about three thousand, quitted the univer

sity in 1213, most of whom settled at Reading, where they pursued 

their studies, to the great emolument and advantage of that town.' The 

story is told in Wood's Annals of the University of O)f{ord. What is remark

able is that the numbers should have been so high as three thousand, 

at a time when the population of England was not more than at most 

six millions. Proportionately to the total population, Jhe University of 

Oxford is now only one-quarter the size that it was in 1213; and even 

allowing for the probable exaggeration of the numbers of students at 

that date, the figures illustrate the lesser importance which we now 

attach to learning. 
-Douglas Woodruff, in More Talking at Random, London, 1944 
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gambling clearly puts additional 
pressure upon the potentially 
addicted person. 

It can be seen that the difference 
between fairly regular gambling and 
a gambling addiction is partly a 
matter of degree and the pressure of 
internal need. The greater daytime 
prevalence of gambling among 
women often reflects a bored, 
restricted life where male partners 
can become neglectful and children 
become too demanding. 

When TV and shopping fails, 
having a 'flutter' on the pokies pulls 
the gambler into a world less over
shadowed by anxiety and responsi
b ility. The stimulation of the 
experience leads to classical repeti
tion compulsion where tension and 
excitement increases with the dura
tion of play. 

Male gamblers at the blue-collar 
level often have a greater disposable 
income than women and they tend to 
favour bigger bets and bigger risks. 
Some of the same adrenaline which 
flows in either playing or watching 
sports enters into the gambling 
process and exerts a drug-like effect 
which cannot be easily thrown off. 

Some psychologists favouring 
traditional psychoanalytic explana
tions point to a submerged link 
between erotic excitement or frustra
tion and winning a prize or jackpot. 

Even the knowledge that most 
gambling enterprises 'fix' their proce
dures to ensure that gamblers cannot 
gain in the Jong term does not reduce 
the sensual excitement of anticipating 
the big win. 

Many compulsions and addictions 
are fostered by being brought up in 
domestic circumstances where 
parents, siblings and friends gamble 
and talk a lot about winning and 
losing. 

Some Protestant puritan religious 
groups have long disapproved of 
gambling as a recreation, along with 
regular alcoholic consumption. 
Studies have shown that, accord
ingly, problem gambling is relatively 
rare in such devoutly sober social 
groups. 

In contrast, where there is a strong 
domestic association with gambling 
and sports young people are likely to 
take up games of chance early and 
become vulnerable to risk-taking 

The Cheerful 

Playhouse 

N
OW that Evangelicalism
has gone out of fashion, 

we no longer hear denuncia
tions of stage plays. High 
Church parsons crowd the 
Lyceum, and lead the laughter 
in less dignified if more 
amusing resorts. But, for all 
that, there is a case to be made 
against the cheerful playhouse, 
but not by me. 
-Augustine Birrell (1850-1933) Collected 

Essays, Vol 2 - 'John Gay'. Birrell, a 

Quaker, was an essayist of note. 

gambling of the win or lose type in 
adult life. For them gambling is not 
about fun; it is about victory and the 
prestige of winning - sometimes one 
of the most dangerous of Australian 
fixations. 

Merely taking part in occasional 
gambling for 'fun' maintains a certain 
detachment in the gambler which 
guards against reckless risk-taking 
and the rise of addicted behaviour. 

At its roots, addictive gambling 
has a common relationship with 
heavy smoking, drinking, compul
sive over-eating and extreme sexual 
promiscuity. All of these are partly 
approved or at least tolerated in some 
circles, whereas addiction to 
substances like heroin and cocaine 
are far less approved. Gambling is 
merely one of the oldest forms of 
addiction and is subtler in effect, 
since it damages others as much as 
oneself. Its social consequences are 
more dramatic even than its physical 
connections - with sensual or 
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emotional excitement more hidden 
under a controlled exterior. 

E en the recklessness of those who 
aamble on the stock exchange can be 
;ddictive in nature and the losses and 
abandonment of cautious judgment 
just as ruinous. 

There are no quick cures for 
compulsive gamblers - only a steady 
reversal of the slow process by which 
one became 'hooked' in the first 
place. Certain tips are useful. They 
are: 
(a) Make a l ist of the situations

where the urge to gamble money
one cannot afford is strongest.
Anticipate the risk before the
urge gets too strong. 

(b) Make it difficult by various
strategies to travel to the
gambling site - hotel, racecourse
or casino. See that somebody has
taken away the car at the
optimum time; invite friends
around to the home on days
when the urge to rush to the
gambling venue is most insis
tent. Make sure that no more
than small sums of money are
about the house and cancel your

credit card. There are many other
devices one could adopt along
these lines.

(c) See a financial counsellor or a
psychiatric or psychological ther
apist to see what else is lacking 
in your life which could replace 
gambling.

(d) Take spiritual counsel with your
self and face up to the fact that
only God could satisfy the
fantasies of wealth, excitement
and greed which your gambling
habit constantly entertains. Face
up to the fact that just as life can
be joyous and loving, it can also
be boring, tense, arrxious and
unfulfilling and often this is the
balance of our earthly life.
Gambling is only a way of trying
to bribe Providence into giving
us a short-cut out of an imperfect
existence. It doesn't work. 

Finally, spare a little of the cash 
you are going to risk for a special 
charity which needs it far 

� more than the manager of the 
nearest casino. 

RONALD CoNV,..AY is a well-known clinical and former 

hospital psychologist in Melbourne who writes exten

sively in Catholic and other journals. 
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,--------------bool< review--------------

If the Church and the world disagree - must the world be right? 

UNACCOMMODATING 

,,_ ____ .., WO millennia into the 
Christian era, the nice
ness of Christians is 
on the way to 
becoming the biggest 

•" threat to Christianity. 
-��..:Yi;,"1-A

'"'
l!'J 'I came to cast fire 

upon the earth,' Jesus famously said. 
The characteristic gesture of our reli
giosity may be the limp handshake of 
peace. 

'God doesn't  need "nice" 
Christians,' Archbishop Charles J. 
Chaput writes in Living the Catholic

Faith. The archbishop of Denver is not 
nice. On the evidence of this splendid 
little book, he is a zealous believer 
with an apostolic heart. 

Living the Catholic Faith is a summary 
fo the Catholic Christian way of life 
(the way Catholics ought to live, not 
the way many of us really do live -
halfheartedly enacting torpid sensu
ality and tepid belief). It also 
embodies a cultural critique and a 
shrewd analysis of the situation of the 
Church. It is fresh and provocative in 
all  three respects - an excellent 
volume to place in the hands of open
minded Catholics turned off by the 
false promises of liberal religion. 

The book is grounded both in 
serious reflection and in an unusually 
wide variety of sources in popular 
and high culture. 

The greatest service the Church can 
render to the world, he argues, is to 
preach Christian truth. In this light, he 
adds, Catholics need constantly to ask 
themselves, 'Are we an accommo
dated Church? Have we assimilated 
too well?' 

Often, of course, the answer is yes. 
In Glasgow not long ago, the youth 
ministry office sought to draw the 
'hip, young crowd' with a program 
called 'Naked,' marketed, according to 
one news report, by a poster featuring 
a 'semi-naked person.' Glasgow is 
hardly alone. Jacques Maritain called 
this sort of thing 'kneeling to the 
world.' It is an effort to engage the 

Reviewed by RUSSELL SHAW 

Living the Catholic Faith: 
A Return to the Basics 

Charles J. Chaput, O.F.M. Cap., Servant 
Publications 2001, 159 pages, $10.99 

secular entirely on its terms, in the 
belief that if the world and the 
Church disagree, the world must be 
right. The results often would be 
funny if they weren't rather sad. 

'The day is gone when American 
Catholics could feel safe with the 
instincts of our public culture,' 
Archbishop Chaput declares. To 
illustrate his argument, he tells the 
stories of two movies, Film A and 
Film B. 

Film A is about a loving husband 
whose young wife contracts a 
painful, incurable disease. He helps 
her kill herself and is tried for homo
cide, but is acquitted because the 
court recognises the rightness of his 
deed. Film B is about a kindly abor
tionist whose protege at first reacts 
against his work but eventually 
comes to admire him. Both movies 
are calculated attacks on Judeo
Christian morality. 

Then comes the kicker. Film B is 
The Cider House Rules, an American 
flick of a few years back; Michael 
Caine won an Oscar for his role as the 
abortionist. Film A is I Accuse,

produced in Germany in 1941 as 
propaganda for the Nazi euthanasia 
campaign. 'I don't mean that we're 
becoming Nazis,' Archibishop 
Chaput says. 'We can lose our sole in 
a uniquely American way by being 
selfish and pragmatic, by being faith
less in our commitments, and by 
twisting our freedom into the right to 
do whatever we want'. 

His prescriptions for living the 
faith in this toxic cultural environ
ment are traditional ones. As such, 
they sound radical in the context of 
American Catholicism today. 'The 
most important single thing any of us 
can do to grow in Christ, reform our 
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hearts, renew the Church, and 
change the world is simply this: Go

back to confession, regularly and sincerely. 

Forgive and seek forgiveness. 
Everything else will follow', he says. 
Reflect on it, and you'll see why he's 
right. 

Another plank in his platform is 
even more of a challenge: Return to 
that 'prophetic' document Humanae

Vitae, Pope Paul VI's encyclical 
condemning contraception, and 
embrace it as the life-giving-truth 
about sexuality, marriage, parenting, 
and the human person. 

Hardly likely, you say? 
Archbishop Chaput is bullish: 

Today we have an opportunity 
that comes only once in many 
decades. In 1968, Paul VI told the 
truth about married love ... The 
i rony is that the people who 
dismissed Churd1 teaching in the 
1960s soon discovered that they 
had subverted their own ability to 
pass anything along to their chil
dren. The result is that the Church 
now must envangelise a world of 
their children's children - adoles
cents and young adults raised in 
moral confusion, often unaware of 
their own moral heritage, who 
hunger for meaning, community, 
and love with real substance. 

For all its challenges, this is a 
t remendous new moment of 
possibility for the Church. 
Here is an eloquent, authentically 

pastoral voice. If enough such voices 
were raised, what Archbishop 
Chaput says might come true. For 
that to happen, though, it would 
help if more of us joined him in an 
exercise described at the conclusion 
of this book. 'At the end of every day 
we need to ask ourselves this simple 
question: I have

. 
paid one day 

� of my life to do .what I did 
today. Was it worth it?'

RUSSELL SHAW is a writer and journalist in 

Washington D.C. Reprinted with permission 

from Crisis, Dec. 200 l. 
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Uprising 

Director John Avnet does not 
totally fudge the extent to which 
Jewish leaders in the Warsaw 
Ghetto and their own volunteer 
police initially co-operated with the 
Nazis in despatching their fellow 
Jews to what proved to be death
camps. Avnet shows us a Jewish 
leader (Donald Sutherland) negoti
ating with SS and Wermacht offi
cers. But he does not specify that 
initial policy was to despatch 
women and children not men. 

And when Jewish elements decide 
to resist, it is not made clear that their 
first weaponry was acquired from the 
Polish Home Army. Only later is 
there a scene in which Home Army 
officers, apparently under orders from 
the Polish Government in Exile, 
refuse further arms. 

The Jewish representative, ably 
played by David Schwimmer, then 
makes a speech about fighting with 
bricks and fists, ignoring earlier 
episodes of fighting with Home 
Army supplied (and stolen) small 
arms. He adds that if more arms are 
not supplied, Jewish blood will be 
on the heads of the Poles - a classic 
piece of scapegoating, given that it 
was Nazi forces who were carrying 
out the killings. 

This scene, like others, carries the 
tendentious subtext that the 
Catholic Poles were compliant in 
the face of Nazi tyranny while their 
Jewish compatriots were strong, 
this strength being linked to the 
postwar re-establishment of Israel. 

Give the Poles a break. In 
Warsaw, their Home Army 
conducted one of the great uprisings 
of the war, an uprising synchro
nised with the advance of Soviet 
Russian forces - except that those 
forces halted to allow the Nazis to 
quell the uprising on the orders of 
Stalin, no more keen on Polish 
national success in battle than when 
he had Polish officers killed in the 
Katyn Massacre for which Soviet 
disinformation experts and their 
useful idiots in the West long 
blamed the Nazis. 

By James Murray 

Polish military forces in exile 
fought by sea, air and land, notably 
on North Atlantic convoy duty, in 
the Battle of Britain and in the 
defence of Tobruk as well as in the 
taking of Monte Cassino and at the 
bridge too far of Arnhem .. 

Time to remember the words of 
Jerzy Kosinski, the celebrated 
Jewish writer. Before his desper
ately sad death by his own hand, he 
recanted the libels of his bestseller, 
The Painted Bird, about his maltreat
ment by Polish peasants who in fact 
helped to save his life. When asked 
what the Poles had done for the 
Jews, he would reply: ■
'What did the Jews do 
for the Poles?' 

Surely more than 
libels? M

Black and White 

An old story told with rare imme
diacy. Rupert Max Stuart was an 
Aborigine and fairground rouste
about fitted up by the local police, 
and sentenced to hang for the rape 
and murder of a young white girl at 
Ceduna in South Australia in 1958. 

David Ngoombujarra brings 
stoicism and dignity to the part of 
Stuart who took the long walk to 
the gallows seven times. But Robert 
Carlyle is miscast as O'Sullivan, the 
solicitor charged with defending 
him. Presumably because 
O'Sullivan was an Australian of 
Irish ancestry, Carlyle plays him 
with the inept remains of his 
Angela's Ashes accent. 

Charles Dance does better as the 
attorney general, bringing to the 
part the cold condescension of the 
kind of Austral-Saxon who is more 
English than the English. Colin 
Friels gets down to bedrock as Tom 
Dixon, the MSC priest, whose 
knowledge of Arunta was the key to 
Stuart ' s  eventual freedom. Ben 
Mendelsohn makes a good, tight fist 
of the young Rupert Murdoch. 

Ironic to think that historians 
may see the Rupert Max Stuart case 
as the moral highpoint of his career. 
After it, he fired his editor/mentor 
on the Stuart story, Rohan Rivett, 
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beginning a process of ritual sacri
fice of editors and the 
pursuit of bigger and ■
bigger deals with 
bigger and bigger 
loans. MA 15+ 

Mostly Martha 

To the traditional advice for actors 
about not appearing with children 
add not appearing with delicious
looking food. It says something for 
the entrancing performance of 
Matrina Gedeck in the title role that 
she is more compellingly watchable 
than the child or the tucker. 

Martha is both celibate and cele
brated in Hamburg as a fine cook 
with more to her repertoire than the 
ubiquitous beef dish that has taken 
its name from the great port city . 
Her dedicated life is upset when she 
has to look after her neice on the 
death of her mother. It is further 
upset by the advent in her domain 
of a chef, played with more 
Italianate flourishes than a Roman 
palazzo by Serge Castellito. Where 
she is meticulous, he displays a 
nonchalant brio that does not 
extend to clearing up after he has 
cooked. 

This is a romance for adults told 
with elegant restraint. It is also a 
pan-European movie. The finance 
may be German but the characters 
converse in a mixtme of franglais 
and Italo-German .

•Happy ending? Think 
sunny Italy not 
Hamburg. PG

Nine Queens 

Multi-layer scam sandwich from 
Argentina. Writer/director Fabian 
Bielinsky begins with the seem
ing! casual meeting of a brace of 
con artists, one an experienced older 
lag (Ricardo Darin), the other a 
novice (Gaston Pauls). With them 
we move through the criminal 
milieu of Buenos Aires as they seek 
and seize the opportunity for a 
major con involving a series of rare 
stamps known as the Nine Queens. 

Darin's vulpine grin recalls his 

y 



namesake's version of Mack the Knife.

Pauls is ostensibly a naif. And 
Leticia Bredice, who completes a 
triangle, charms as she commands. 
But who is conning whom as the 
con artists are joined by a gallery of 
petty criminals? 

Just when you think, you have it 
worked out, Bielinsky puts another 
trick pickle into the scam sand
wich. See this one before 
Hollywood is tempted to remake it 
with Robert DeNiro 

•
and Tom Cruise or Al 
Pacino and Chris 
O'Donnell. M

The Quiet American 

This new version of Graham 
Greene's novel is like a finely 
crafted, inlaid jewel box in a world 
of steel filing cabinets. Directed by 
Phil Noyce, it stars Brendan Fraser 
and Michael Caine as the idealistic 
American agent Alden Pyle and his 
English journalist rival Thomas 
Fowler in Vietnam when it was still 
called Indo-China and controlled by 
the French. 

Both far surpass Audie Murphy 
and Michael Redgrave, stars of 
the 1950s version. As Phuong, Hai 
Yen is enthrallingly convincing as 
the object of their ■
rival desires and of  
Fowler's shifty 
betrayal of Pyle. M

Sunshine State 

This movie meanders into a 
beachside community under threat 
from developers. But beneath the 
meander is a biting parable about 
greed. The fictional location is 
Lincoln Beach, based on the real 
American Beach on Florida's 
Amelia Island, bought by the Afro
American Insurance Company in 
193 5 to create a seaside resort for 
Afro-Americans. 

Sayles's cast cast includes the 
lustrous Angela Bassett,  as a 
somewhat improbably dim star of 
TV commercials, returning to a 
reconciliation with her past 
accompanied by her new husband 
(James McDaniel on leave from 
NYPD Blue). She meets Marly  
Temple (Edie Falco) who runs the 
local motel-restaurant as toughly 

as its steaks. In turn, Marly meets 
the vagrant landscaper for the 
developers, played by Timothy 
Hutton. They and other characters 
interweave in the multiple unfold
ings of the plot against the back
ground of a tourist festival about 
the phony buccaneer origins of the 
community. 

A kind of Greek chorus is 
provided by golfer-entrepreneurs 
led by Alan King who delivers a 
memorable line about developers 
putting nature on a leash. Conflict is 
resolved in a manner that shows 
how the remains of the dead can be 
considered of more value than how 
we should live. 

John Sayles, who wrote, 
directed and perhaps most impor
tantly edited, is such an accom
plished technician that he 
deserves the term 
filmwright as 
Shakepeare did the 
term playwright. M

Swimfan 

Teenage sexual obsession is the 
theme of Australian director John 
Poison's Hollywood debut movie. 
The obsession target is Ben Cronin, 
a student aiming to swim from high 
school to a Stanford University 
scholarship. He is played by Jesse 
Bradford with a kind of nonchalant 
anxiety. His nemesis is Madison 
Bell (Erika Christensen), a beau
tiful, Rubenesque cellist, unstrung 
by desire. 

Completing the triangle is Ben's 
girlfriend Amy (Shiri Appleby). 
Polson weakens the focus of his 
movie by including a pl_ot twist 
showing that the fatal obsessive 
had another lovelorn episode 
involving a baseball player. Given 
her age, this must have occurred 
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when she was in 
kindergarten. Could 
this be so even in 
Hollywood? MA 15+

Rain 

Tragedy is packed with the 
fishing rods when husband and 
wife Ed (Alistair Browning) and 
Kate (Sarah Peirse) take their chil
dren Janey ( Alicia Fulford
Wiezbicki) and Jim (Aaron 
Murphy) to a rented beachhouse in 
a community where the grog levels 
are higher than the tide. Enter 
l'hommefatal Cady (Marton Csokas), 
complete with high-powered motor 
cruiser, pectorals and a talent for 
photography. 

Writer/director Christine Jeffs 
sets her New Zealand scenes of all
night partying and day-long hang
overs with a cold eye and draws 
from her cast performances of quiet 
desperation. In particular Alicia 
Fulford-Wiezbicki enacts subtle 
variations on the theme of coming 
of age which mark her as a poten
tial star. 

Possibly Jeffs should have had 
second thoughts about using the 
title of Kirsty Gunn's novel on 
which she based her film. Titles are 
not copyrightable. But for many 
movie-goers Rain is a title associ
ated with the Somerset Mangham 
novella and the films 
made from it, including 

Bthe 1932 version star-
ring Joan Crawford. 
MA 

Till Human Voices Wake Us 

The title comes from TS Elliott's 
poem, The Love Song of J A/fed

Prufrock. It suggests that writer/ 
director Michal Petroni is aiming 
high. Despite his early scenes of 
lyrical young love, he fails. This is 
not due to any lack of talent on the 
part of bis cast who are without 
exception fine. The lyrical romance 
is broken by the girl's fatal 
drowning. From this she returns as 
a ghost. Helena Bonham Carter 
brings an apt, fey quality to the 
revenant character while Guy 
Pearce does his best as a tortured, 
bearded psychiatrist. 

Where the film goes awry is in 
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A very great artist 

A
LEXANDER'S conquests may have spread the language 
of Perciles over a wide area but they spread it lamen
tably thin. The Greek even of St Paul is poor stuff, and 

that of St John is almost pidgin-Greek - a one-stringed fiddle. 
What then would one say of a man who, playing on a one
stringed fiddle, could reduce an Albert Hall audience to tears? 
For this is what the fourth evangelist does. Parts of the book 
are among the most moving and eloquent passages in litera
ture. Judged, then, by his own standards, by his mastery in the 
use of a very imperfect instrument, St John must be considered 
a very great artist indeed.' 

-A.H.N. Green-Annytage, quoted in Taking Stock, Collected Writings of A.H.N. Green-Annytage, ed. 
Janet Kovesi Watt, Perth 2001, available from I Kott Tee, Claremont WA 6010. $28 includes 

postage anywhere in Australia. 

the treatment of the revenant. Can 
you really have a ghost who makes 
a hearty meal of red current jelly, 
followed by a bout of love-making 
and then simply vanishes without 
regard to the internal BJ 
logic of the plot? Tosh, 
elegantly written and 
shot. But tosh. MA 15+ 

Undercover Brother 

Black satire with a difference in that 
a modicum of the satire is directed at 
black pretentiousness. Co-stars Eddie 
Griffin, Chris Kattan and Denise 
Richards appear to be having a lot of 
fun with the plot convolutions which 
involve a secret move
ment to zombify the 
world with a hallucigen 
(no, not television). M

Blue Crush 

We've had Cinderella on ice. So 
why not Cinderella on surf? Here it is, 
starring Kate Bosworth as Anne Marie 
a surfer chick who shows she has more 
than the fluffy stuff that made Gidget 
go Hawaian. Anne Marie rides the 

island's huge, rolling combers where 
surfers travel to break to break their 
boards, their hearts (and sometimes 
their heads) in the Pipe Masters 
Competition. 

The fantastic shots of the big, killer 
waves more than compensates for the 
predictability of the romance 
between Cinderella and her prince 
who comes disguised as 

B
an America pro foot-
baller, played by 
Matthew Davis. MA

The Best Man's Wedding 
(Ja/a! Ja/a!) 

Comedy involving a Lebanese 
Christian, Roro, with a Swede, Lisa, 
and a Lebanese Christian, Yasmin, 
with a Swede, Mans. It stars respec
tively Farres Farres, Tova Novotny, 
Laleh Pourkarian and Torkel 
Petersson. Its bawdiness as the charac
ters face the complications of inter
ethnic courtship in a culture where 
romantic love confronts arranged 
marriage is offset by BJ 
moments of tenderness. 
And all's well that end's 
well. MA15+ 
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Stuart Little II 

The mouse that soared into public 
affection is back again. Computer 
animated to the last twitch of his 
whiskers and voiced by the gallant 
Michael J Fox, he is aided by his 
adoptive parents, played straight 
and lively by Geena Davis and Hugh 
Laurie. 

Kindly children should take 
parents and/or grandparents to see 
the second instalment of Stuart's 
adventures which 

•involve him in  more 
hair-raising perils than 
. the legendary Pearl. G

Clockstoppers 

Hi-tech, digital watch enables 
careless but cool student (Jesse 
Bradford) to save his good scientist 
father from evil scientists by halting 
time. Only if you have an hour or 
two to slowly strangle ■
rather tha1;1 kill. It 's  
about half an hour-glass 
too long. PG

Mr Deeds 

A comedy that starts on top of 
Mount Everest has only one place 
to go: down. This one does. Adam 
Sandler stars in the title role as an 
amiable loon who inherits a media 
empire. This ,  of course, is not 
totally improbable. But Sandler's 
antics are. inona Ryder, as an 
ardent TV producer, tries to help. 
And fails. John Turturro, as a 
Spanish factotum, 
succeeds. He takes 
over the empire and 
the picture. MA

Horseplay 

ery rough brumby about a 
group of scammers whose social 
and sexual l ife involves the 
Melbourne C up. Among those 
who take part, presumably for 
rental or mortgage reasons, are 
Marcus Graham and the Donovans, 
father and son, Terry and Jason. 
Should haye been 
scratched before the 
start. Or sent to the 
script knacker's yard. 
MA 15+ 
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Vocations: growing worldwide 
Did you know that the 
total number of semi
narians (diocesan and 
religious) worldwide has 
grown an incredible 
73.1 % during Pope 
John Paul's pontificate 
from 63,882 in 1978 to 
110,583 in 2000. 

one small room in the dilapi
dated, unheated seminaries. 

We here in Australia may 
feel discouraged by a lack of 
priestly vocations, but thou
sands of young men around the 
world hunger to offer their 
lives to God every year. In 
many countries, vocations are 
plentiful, but poverty often 
means that a suitable candidate 
can b e  turned away, since 
neither his family nor his 
bishop have the funds to 
support his training. 
Meanwhile, for many of the 
lucky ones who are accepted 
into the seminary, it is a 
journey of great sacrifice: food 
and books are frequently scant; 
often several students share 

Sadly too, religious persecu
tion is not yet a thing of the 
past. Communist regimes and 
fundamentalist Islamic govern
ments still oppress, obstruct 
and even outlaw the practice of 
the Faith. In China, churches 
are destroyed while priests, 
nuns and lay are bullied and 
arrested. In Vietnam, despite 
numerous vocations, the 
government only allows a 
restricted number of men to 
enter the seminary ever two 
years. In northern Sudan, 
Christians are second class 
citizens, while in the south 
their churches and schools are 
bombed. Yet in these coun
tries, and dozens of others, 
there are men who are willing 
to face whatever the future 
may bring in order to train for 
the priesthood, and become 
shepherds to God's people. 

Chinese seminarians in their cramped dormitory 

Fam Peru to Lithuania, Aid to the Church in Need 
offers support 

Can you help one of these young 
men on his iourney to God's altar? 

T 
th fth . . =r>c 

hey are the future of Christ's or to e rectors o e serrunanes. t ,' J,
Holy Catholic Church. The You can be assured of their prayers 

.. - average grant that Aid co the both now and when they come to 

Church in Need (ACN) gives to a offer the Holy Sacrifice of Mass. 

seminarian is $500 - but whatever Every year, Aid to the C hurch in 

you can afford will be enormously Need supports over 19,000 poor or 

appreciated. ACN forwards the persecuted seminarians around the 
donations directly to a local bishop wodd. VIETNAM: Seminarians pray before a makeshift altar 

send to: Aid to the Church in Need PO Box 6245 Blacktown DC NSW 2148
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I enclose a cheque/money order payable to Aid to the Church in Need 
,. ·" 

OR please debit my Bankcard, Visa or Mastercard: 

====1 �I ��I �I ��I �I������� 

Expiry date: .... ./ ..... . Signature: ..................................... . 
BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE 

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms/Rev . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . 

Address ........................................................... . 
.............................................. Postcode ........... . 
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A beautiful set of Vatican rosary 
beads will be sent to all those□ 
who give a donation of $10 
or more and tick this box 

AID TO THE CHURCH IN NEED ... a Catholic charity dependent on the Holy See, provulingpnstoral relief to needy and oppressed Churches 
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(Source: CRTN Information Service, edited by 
Catherine Andon for Aid to the Church in 

Need, Ki.inigstein, Germany.) 

Catholics offended at Modi's 
attack on Pope 

INDIA: The Catholic Bishops' 

Conference of India ( CBCI) has urged 

the Catholic community all over the 

country to see through the evil designs 

in the statement made by the Chief 

Minister of Gujarat, Mr. Narendra 

Modi, recently during his 'Gaurav 

Yatra' ( Hindu Pride Procession), 

against the Holy Father. In a press 

statement issued in New Delhi on 

Tuesday, the Chief Spokesman of the 

CBCI, Rev. Dr. Donald De Souza said 

that Mr. Modi's tirade that the 'Pope in 

Rome must have advised her (Sonia 

Gandhi) to get our Gaurav Yatra post

poned', as reported by the press is 

disrespectful and insulting. De Souza 

said that the Pope is not only the spiri

tual leader of millions of Catholics all 

over the world, but also the head of 

the Vatican State, which has diplo

matic relations with India and does 

not interfere in the internal matters of 

any country. The CBCI has called 

upon the Central Government to take 

serious note of the statement report
edly made by the Gujarat Chief 

Minister against the spiritual leader of 

the Catholic community and take 

necessary action against him for 

defaming the name of Pope John Paul 
II. 

Catholics plan catechetical 
school and sacred music 

festival 

UZBEKISTAN: Catholics in 

Uzbekistan are planning a catechetical 

school and sacred music festival in an 

effort to build up the fledgling Church 

in the Muslim-majority country. 

About 1 45 representatives from 

Tashkent, Fergana, Bukhara and 

Navoi attended a nationwide Catholic 

TRADITIONAL FORM 

JVovena 
to 

Our Lady 
of tfie 

Sacred J-{eart 
50 pp. 4-colour. 2 Novenas 
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meeting from September 13 to 15 in 

Samarkand. They discussed plans for 

the following year and issues affecting 

the country's small Catholic commu

nity. There are about 3,000 Catholics 

among Uzbekistan's 24 ruillion popu

lation. Franciscan Father Krzysztof 

Kukulka, superior of the 'sui juris' 

( self-governing) mission of 

Uzbekistan, told the press that partici

pants decided to establish a catechet-
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ical school to help involve the laity in 

catechesis, which is now being 

carried out by priests. They also 

decided to hold a festival of sacred 

music next year to allow talented 

Catholics to evangelise through 

music. 

Bishop encourages Catholics 
amid fears of attacks 

PAKISTAN: A Bishop has 

pleaded with his people not to lose 
faith and abandon religious practice 

in the face of attacks on churches. In 

a pastoral letter, Bishop Andrew 

Francis of Multan wrote that recent 
attacks on churches in the country 

'cannot  chan g e  our belief.' He 

added that 'God will console us in 

all difficult situations. As a pastor, I 

appeal to you to attend Sunday 

services and the services for all 

feasts without fear, and to have 

faith in God,' Bishop Francis wrote. 

His comments come amid fears of 

more attacks on Christian churches 

by Muslim extremists. The letter 

was read on Sunday, September 15 

during mass in all Catholic 

churches in the Diocese of Multan, 

635 km south of Islamabad. After 

last year's September 11 attacks in 

the United States, 56 Christians 

have been killed and 120 injured in 

attacks in Pakistan, the prelate said. 

Dominican Father Albert Y ouhanna 

recently told the press that i n  

general, church attendance declined 

by up to 20 per cent following the 

attacks. 

Witnesses unwilling to testify 
in slain priest's case 

PHILIPPINES: The murder of a 

Columbian priest last year looks set to 

remain shrouded in mystery because 

witnesses are afraid to give evidence. 

Father Nilo Tabania, vicar general of 

Marawi, said people are reluctant to 

testify about the killing of Father 

Rufus Halley for fear of reprisals by 

the suspects' families. Only one of five 

identified suspects has been arrested 

since the Irish missionary was shot 

dead in the Southern Philippines on 

August 28, 2001. He was killed while 

resisting abductprs near Our Lady of 

Peace Parish in Malabang, Lanao del 

Sur, 830km south-east of Manila. 

Father Halley was pastor in the 

predominantly Muslim region. Police 



Inspector Edgar Marzonia told the 
press that lack of evidence might lead 
the court to dismiss the case with 
police freeing the jailed alleged driver 
of the getaway vehicle used in the 
attack. 

Feast of Virgin of Mercy' cele
brated in Matagalpa 

NICARAGUA: In Matagalpa city 

today (Tuesday, September 24), the 

stage was set for celebrations 

honouring Our Lady as Virgin of 

Mercy, their local Patroness. 

Beforehand, the faithful prayed a 
novena and carried the Marian holy 

image through the different quarters 

of the city. Following the solemn 

procession through the major streets 
of the city, Catholics said the Rosary, 
led by Marian associations. Mgr

Leopoldo Jose Solorzano, the Bishop
of Matagalpa, presided at a Mass

which he concelebrated with all the

clergy in the diocese. The festivities

closed on Sunday, September 29,

when the image of Our Lady was

taken back to its throne.

Catholic physicians oppose 
research on human embryonic 

tissue 

SOUTH KOREA: Catholic doctors 

have vowed to oppose research on 

human embryonic tissue and to 

respect human life from conception to 

death. The physicians pledged their 

resolve during the recently concluded 
21st World Congress of the 

International Federation of Catholic 
Medical Associations. The meeting, 

which took place from 1-4 September 

in Seoul, brought together about 400 

doctors, nurses and health workers 

from 30 countries. Under the theme 
'Identity and Mission of Catholic 

Doctors in the Health Care', the 
congress discussed the mission and 

ethics of Catholic doctors, as well as 
the Catholic response to genetic engi
neering and human reproduction. In 

the dosing statement, congress partic
ipants resolved to oppose any 

research on human embryonic stem 

cells. The congress also resolved that 
'the lifetime vocation of Catholic 

doctors should be based on love for 
the patients, shared with God, and 

with respect for all human life from 

conception to death.' 

'Underground' bishop 
arrested after Mass 

CHINA: An 'underground' Church 

bishop in north-east China was 

arrested in early September after cele

brating Mass. Church sources told the 

press that Bishop Wei Jing-yi, 44, of 

Qiqihar, was arrested on 9 

September. Qiqihar diocese in 

Heilong jiang province is some 1,000 

km north-east of Beijing. Bishop Wei 

was followed and eventually arrested 

by public security officials after 

leaving a chapel, where he had cele

brated Mass that afternoon, the 

sources said. The US-based Cardinal 

K ung Foundation issued a press 

release about the arrest on 16 

September. Bishop Wei was born in 

May 1958. He was ordained a priest 

in 1985 and a bishop in June 1995. 

He was detained in a labour camp 

from 1987-1989 and from 1990-1992. 

He served as secretary of the episcopal 

conference of the 'underground' 

Church in China from 1993 to 1995. 

Cecilia Bromley-Martin, Aid to the 

Church in Need's Press Officer, met 

Bishop Wei secretly during her visit to 

China in 1998. 'We knew the apart

ment was bugged, so we had to 

whisper - and play a CD loudly - so 

that our conversation could not be 

heard,' she said. 'When someone 

came to the door, the Bishop had to 

hide in another room. 'His has always 

been a secretive and difficult life 

even since his childhood. I remember 

him telling me that in 1966, with the 

Cultural Revolution, the Red Guards 

came one night and took all his fami

ly's religious books and images. For 

the next 12 years, their parents woke 

the children at 3am every Sunday to 

pray, and each night they would pray 

under their bed covers. The children 

were warned over and over never to 

say anything about this outside the 

family. 'Yet despite his life of religious 

oppression, Bishop Wei is a man of 

vision. He told me that the Church is 

growing in his diocese, and that non

Christians are being converted 

because they are impressed by the 

testimony of life of the Catholics. This 

is why the government feels threat

ened, and only feels safe when coura

geous and holy men such as Bishop 

Wei are in prison.' 
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Christians fear backlash from 
possible war with Iraq 

PAKISTAN: A prominent 

Pakistani Christian leader has warned 

that Christians in the Asian country 

could face severe consequences if the 

US launches a military attack on Iraq. 

Cecil Chaudry, the executive secretary 

of the All  Pakistan Minorities 

Alliance, told an audience in England: 

'I see terrible things happening if Iraq 

is invaded, including attacks on our 

churches and even attacks on our 

homes.' Radical Muslim groups have 

become increasingly aggressive in 

Pakistan, an overwhelmingly Islamic 

nation. Mr Chaudry observed: 'Any 

attack on Iraq is going to signify to the 

extremists, rightly or wrongly, that 

this is a war of Christianity against 

Islam.' Christians in Pakistan have 

been the targets of several violent inci

dents this year, Mr Chaudry pointed 

out. And even during the second Gulf 

war, when Pakistan was officially 

part of the coalition against Iraq, 'our 

churches were stoned, a Catholic 

priest was manhandled, and furniture 

was burned.' 

Unprecedented patriotism 
among Catholics 

MEXICO: For the frrst time in 150 

years, Mexico's flag was honoured in 

Mexico City's cathedral on the coun

try's independence day, a signal that 

decades of oppression of Catholics 

were coming to a close. Norberto 

Cardinal Rivera and other concele

brants on Sunday led worshippers in 

the country's national anthem. 'No 

one (in Mexico) can be a true Catholic 

if they are not a true Mexican,' Father 

Luis Felipe Garcia told reporters. For 

almost 70 years, the Mexican govern

ment suppressed the Catholic Church, 

and rules forbidding the wearing of 

clerical garb were only lifted in the 

past decade. While a lifting of the 

oppression began in the early 1980s 

with Pope John Paul's visit to the 

country, the anti-Catholic hold on the 

government was broken only in 2000 

when the Institutional Revolutionary 

Party - in power for 71 years - was 

defeated in national elections by 

President Vicente Fox and his 

National Action Party. 




